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Agenda Item 6

DURHAM COUNTY COUNCIL

At a Meeting of Police and Crime Panel held remotely via Microsoft Teams
on Friday 12 March 2021 at 10.00 am
Present:
Councillor L Hovvels (Chair)
Durham County Council:
Councillors D Boyes, P Crathorne,
M Simmons

J Nicholson,

S Quinn,

A Savory

and

Darlington Borough Council:
Councillors B Jones (Vice-Chair) and N Wallis
Independent Co-opted Members:
Mr N J H Cooke and Mr D K G Dodwell
Prior to the commencement of the formal business, the Chair invited Steve White,
Acting Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner (PCVC) to address the Panel at
this, the final Panel meeting before the election in May. He began by extending
his thanks to the Panel for their support throughout what had turned out to be a
turbulent eighteen months. He paid tribute to the fortitude of his staff, who, during
this time, had coped with the sad passing of the former Police, Crime and Victims’
Commissioner, Ron Hogg, and the changes resulting from the appointment of the
Acting PCVC, whilst also dealing with the impact of the pandemic. He spoke of his
focus throughout his time in office, on the provision of an efficient and effective
policing service for the people of County Durham and the challenges of negotiating
the political landscape whilst remaining impartial. He commented that having
experienced the positions of Chief Executive and Acting PCVC, he considered
himself to be in a unique position and he added he would take the experience
forward, on his return to the post of Chief Executive. He concluded by reiterating
his thanks to the Panel, his staff and the Interim Chief Executive, Sharon Caddell,
whose support had been invaluable.
The Chair placed on record the thanks of the Panel to the Acting PCVC for
meeting the challenges during such an unprecedented and difficult period and for
all the positive changes he had made throughout his tenure.
1

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from J Dulston.
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2

Substitute Members
There were no substitute members in attendance.

3

Declarations of interest, if any
There were no declarations of interest.

4

Minutes
The Minutes of the meeting held on 4 February 2021 were agreed as a
correct record to be signed by the Chair.

5

Media Report
The Panel considered a report of the Office of the Police, Crime and Victims’
Commissioner which provided an update on press and media activity (for
copy of report see file of Minutes).
The Senior Media Officer highlighted that, in February, the Office of the
Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner was highly commended by
CoPaCC for transparency and openness. During the period, the team had
worked on the refresh of the website, due to be launched on 15 March, which
aims to improve user-friendliness and increase accessibility.
Councillor Boyes remarked that the commendation by CoPaCC was pleasing
but not surprising, as, at no time throughout his tenure, had the Acting PCVC
shied away from public transparency, even in difficult times.
The Acting PCVC informed the Panel that the appointment of the Senior
Media Officer had brought new ways of working and the focus on
engagement through social media had become increasingly important during
the pandemic. He hoped that this increased community engagement would
stand the next PCVC in good stead for the future.
Resolved:
That the report be noted.

6

2021/22 Revenue and Capital Budgets
The Panel considered a report of the Office of the Police, Crime and Victims’
Commissioner which presented the revenue and capital budgets for 2021/22
(for copy of report see file of Minutes).
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The Chief Finance Officer updated the Panel on the five key areas relating to
the precept increase. He explained that steps are being taken to address
pressures with regard to the recruitment and retention of call handlers, which
currently has a 10% turnover of staff, and, who require three months’
training. He referred to interest in the force control centre that was generated
at a recent Panel meeting and suggested that, when social distancing
measures are lifted, the Panel may wish to visit the control room to observe
the work of call handlers.
Councillor Jones referred to the recruitment of officers from other forces and
asked how this recruitment takes place. The Chief Finance Officer responded
that an advert is placed on the website to encourage transferees from other
parts of the country, including those with detective experience, to consider
joining the force. The Acting PCVC added that part of the rationale for the
increase in precept was to facilitate the recruitment of transferees, which,
whilst more expensive to recruit than new entrants, are essential to maintain
the balance of experience within the force.
Resolved:
That the report be noted.
7

Office of the PCVC Restructure
The Committee considered a report of the Office of the Police, Crime and
Victims’ Commissioner which presented the outcome of the staff restructure
and job evaluation process (for copy see file of Minutes).
The Acting PCVC informed the Panel that the restructure recognised the
important work undertaken and sought to maximise efficiency. In addition,
and, in the spirit of transparency, any member of the public wishing to know
how the office is structured can do so as the information is publicly available.
He added that an integral part of the restructure evaluation had been future
considerations, such as an imminent government announcement which is
likely to impact on the work of Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner
offices.
Councillor Boyes asked what percentage the net employee costs of
£870,000 will be of the grant budget, and, how this compares with other
areas of the country. The Interim Chief Executive responded that, as a guide,
Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner offices are not expected to cost
more than 1% of the total grant received, and, the office is below 1%, is
streamlined, and, compares favourably. The Acting PCVC cautioned that
making comparisons with other PCVC offices is difficult as not all offices are
equal in transparency.
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Referring to the intern programme, Councillor Boyes asked whether the
programme would continue and, if so, whether there would be opportunities
for career progression. The Interim Chief Executive explained that the office
will continue to host interns and consideration had been given to post and
salary levels, in order to enable career progression as interns are talented
and valued members of the team who often express a desire to move into
leadership and management roles.
Resolved:
That the report be noted.
8

Delivery of Priorities in the Police, Crime and Victims' Plan 2018-21
The Committee considered a report of the Police, Crime and Victims’
Commissioner which presented an update on the main delivery and
achievements of the priorities set out in the Police, Crime and Victims’ Plan
2018-21 (for copy see file of Minutes).
The Head of Private Office took the Panel through the four strategic
outcomes and priority areas, with a particular focus on the strategic outcome
that communities are safe and crime is reduced, highlighting some of the
challenges and achievements of the force during the pandemic.
The Acting PCVC reminded the Panel that the office holds the force to
account in terms of the Police and Crime Plan through monthly meetings of
the Executive Board. This engagement, though challenging, is well received
by the force and the Acting PCVC informed the Panel that he intends to take
forward, how to increase public awareness that this important work takes
place, with the next PCVC.
Councillor Boyes asked how the twelve priority areas are ranked. The Acting
PCVC replied that the views of the public on local policing priorities are vital
and data continues to indicate that the main concern for the public is road
policing issues. Priorities undoubtedly change, therefore there is a need for
flexibility in respect of targeting resources and the Plan must be able to
demonstrate that progress is being made in all priority areas. The Interim
Chief Executive added that priorities are dynamic and based upon an
understanding of needs and an assessment of risk. Whilst there is a
constant feed of information on issues such as road safety, other policing
priorities, such as domestic abuse are not as readily reported and require
different methods of intervention. The Interim Chief Executive informed the
Panel that the priorities of the Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner
workplan are subject to thorough, thematic scrutiny at Executive Board
meetings.
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Resolved:
That the report be noted.
9

Quarterly Performance Report
The Panel considered a report of the Office of the Police, Crime and Victims’
Commissioner which updated on performance against the Police, Crime and
Victims’ Plan 2018-21 (for copy see file of Minutes).
Presenting the report, the Accountability and Scrutiny Officer focused on two
key performance areas, firstly reoffending is reduced, and, secondly,
rehabilitation is improved and the public have confidence in the criminal
justice system. The Acting PCVC thanked staff for their hard work
undertaken to monitor performance and for the comprehensive way in which
scrutiny takes place.
The Interim Chief Executive reported that, at a recent meeting with the Home
Office, she presented information on the governance structure, the scrutiny
process, and, the challenge made by the Executive Board. She was pleased
to report that the Home Office had informed her that they consider Durham’s
approach to be ‘Gold Standard’.
Councillor Boyes made the observation that the report detailed performance
during the past twelve months and therefore should be caveated with a
reminder of the exceptional circumstances, whilst in the midst of the
pandemic. He commented that, for example, information in the report that
one third of offenders had reoffended in the period could be a temporary blip
resulting from the pandemic. The Accountability and Scrutiny Officer
responded that the reoffending rate remains relatively constant. The Chief
Executive acknowledged that the report reflects on performance during the
pandemic and was therefore not as comparative as under normal
circumstances. She added that in terms of reoffending, there are individuals
who are extremely hard to reach, such as those for whom criminality is a way
of life. The force performs comparatively well and considerable resources are
targeted at reducing reoffending, including prevention and diversion
techniques and early intervention work.
The Acting PCVC spoke of the major challenge of the pandemic and he
added that demand is expected to increase, which will necessitate a refocus
on priorities. The need for continued investment to meet the challenges
ahead had featured strongly when considering the issue of precept setting.
Resolved:
That the report be noted.
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PCVC Decision Records
The Panel considered a report of the Office of the Police, Crime and Victims’
Commissioner which provided an update on the Police, Crime and Victims’
Commissioner’s decision register for 2020-21 and addressed the forward
plan (for copy see file of Minutes).
Resolved:
That the report be noted.

11

HMICFRS Inspections
The Panel considered a report of the Office of the Police, Crime and Victims’
Commissioner which outlined the findings of the recent inspections
conducted by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and
Rescue Services (HMICFRS) upon which Police, Crime and Victims’
Commissioners are required to comment (for copy see file of Minutes).
The Accountability and Scrutiny Officer informed the Panel that the results of
the COVID-19 inspection were yet to be published, however, initial feedback
in relation to Durham Constabulary’s response had resulted in some very
positive comments.
The Accountability and Scrutiny Officer referred to the inspection published in
February on the disproportionate use of police powers, the main finding of
which was that police forces are unable to explain why these powers are
used disproportionately, based on ethnicity. As a result, HMICFRS had
called upon police forces to either explain the reasons for disproportionality in
stop and search and use of force, or, to take action to address it. The context
for Durham is that there are many strands of work that need to address the
issue of use of force in stop and search, to ensure that outcomes from
external scrutiny are followed up. Work will continue to address the concerns
highlighted by the inspection.
The Acting PCVC commented that the most recent HMICFRS statement in
relation to the fire service contains information to suggest that the
government may soon announce a change of governance of Fire and
Rescue Services and Fire Authorities which will also impact on Police, Crime
and Victims’ Commissioners in England and Wales.
Resolved:
i.
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That the report be noted

ii.
12

That all HMICFRS inspections were postponed due to the initial
COVID-19 emergency but resumed in October 2020 be noted

Complaints Update
The Panel considered a report of the Monitoring Officer and Clerk to the
Police and Crime Panel which provided an update on the number of formal
complaints received since the last meeting (for copy see file of Minutes).
The Panel noted one complaint had been received and as it did not relate to
the Police, Crime and Victim’s Commissioner, it was not within the scope of
the procedure. Therefore, the complaint had been referred to the relevant
police department for consideration.
Resolved:
That the report be noted.
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Agenda Item 7

Police and Crime Panel
19th July 2021
Acting Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner’s Annual Report
Report of the Police and Crime Commissioner

Purpose
1.

For Panel Members to consider the Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner’s (PCVC)
Annual Report 2020-21.

Background
2.

The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (Part 1, Chapter 3, Section 12)
requires Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs) to produce an Annual Report
detailing:
 The exercise of the PCC’s functions in each financial year; and,
 The progress which has been made in the financial year towards meeting the police
and crime objectives in the PCC’s Police and Crime Plan.

3.

The Act requires Police and Crime Commissioners to attend a public meeting of the
Police and Crime Panel to present the report to the panel and answer any questions
on the report.

4.

Police and Crime Commissioners are required to give the Panel a response to any
report or recommendations on the annual report and publish any such response.

5.

This year is somewhat unique, in that we have a new PCC elected following the
elections but also that the former Acting PCVC is the Chief Executive and Monitoring
Officer. The report is formally presented by the incumbent PCC but who will be unable
to answer questions on a report which does not relate to her time in office. This report
could be considered an “End of term” report for the former APCVC.
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6.

Appendix two of this report contains the Annual Report for 2020-21 for consideration
by the Police and Crime Panel. This year’s annual report follows the format developed
in 2019/20 in which the report was shortened and made more concise. The report
includes the following content:




7.

Key events and highlights in 2020/21;
Outcomes progress in respect of the Police, Crime & Victim’s Plan 2020/21; and,
Priorities for the forthcoming year.

The report is primarily available as an electronic document with links to more detailed
information on the APCVC’s website, ensuring that it is publicly available on an
accessible platform, whilst also being Covid-19 safe.

Recommendation
8.

That Panel Members consider the Police, Crime & Victim’s Commissioner’s Annual
Report 2020-21 and comment accordingly.

Steve White
Chief Executive & Monitoring Officer
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Appendix 1: Risks and Implications
Finance
All decisions with financial implications are made with value for money as a key
consideration and are affordable within budgets.
Staffing
n/a
Equality and Diversity
n/a
Accommodation
n/a
Crime and Disorder
n/a
Children’s Act 2004
n/a
Stakeholder/Community Engagement
Consultation with key stakeholders is carried out as appropriate to each decision.
Environment
n/a
Collaboration and Partnerships
Consultation with key partners is carried out as appropriate to each decision.

Value for Money and Productivity
n/a
Potential Impact on Police and Crime Plan Priorities
Decisions will impact directly or indirectly on the pursuit of Police and Crime Plan priorities.
Commissioning
Several decisions relate to commissioning of services.
Other risks
n/a
Contact Officer:
Job Title:
Telephone:
Email:

Stephen White
Chief Executive & Monitoring Officer
0191 3752001
stephen.white@durham.pcc.gov.uk
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Annual Report 2020-21
Foreword
This annual report covers an unprecedented
time in the lives of the people of County
Durham and Darlington and the unique
responses that have been made by the
Constabulary and the Office of the Durham
Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner
(ODPCVC).

focussed on the significant challenges that
were faced by policing and our close
partners. Whilst in person engagement and
meetings were impossible, revised working
practices ensured that all our core functions
continued and in many cases were enhanced
at a time of significant demand.

The Covid-19 pandemic and the first national
lockdown started at the beginning of the time
coverage for this report and so these 12
months have been both unique and
challenging in equal measure.

As further testament to the way in which we
were able to adapt, I am pleased to report
that the ODPCVC received a national
prestigious award ‘CoPaCC- Open and
Transparent Quality Mark 2021’ (Comparing
Police and Crime Commissioners).

To begin, I would like to pay tribute to the
officers and staff of the Constabulary who
have responded with amazing courage,
flexibility and professionalism in the face of
the crisis. My own office staff have also
responded incredibly well in trying
circumstances to ensure that the role of the
Commissioner remained effective and

With agreement of the Chief Constable, I
published a revised work plan stemming from
the existing police and crime plan in order to
provide strategic direction to the Force. We
police by consent and it was vitally important
for the Constabulary to continue to have the
support of the communities they policed at a
time of national emergency with legislation
which would impact significantly on freedoms
we have all come to expect. Whilst in some
policing areas in the UK there were differing
approaches which came under some
criticism, the approach delivered by Durham
was measured and proportionate, thereby
retaining public confidence which is vital in
the post Covid recovery. Our public
perception tool surveyed 11,636 people
across the year and mapped confidence
levels throughout. This gave me real time
insights to the feelings of our communities
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and showed how local feeling responded to
the constant challenges in policing the
regulations.
This proportionate approach of the Force was
tested with a widely publicised issue
concerning the visit to County Durham of
Dominic Cummings which came to light at the
end of May 2020. The separation of
responsibility between that of the Chief
Constable versus that of the Police and
Crime Commissioner (PCC) centres on the
influence over operational response. As
Acting Commissioner, I had a responsibility to
speak on behalf of our communities in
addressing concerns the visit raised at a time
when people's lives were being severely
restricted. Consequently, I requested the
Chief Constable to establish the facts of the
allegation that Mr Cummings had breached
Covid regulations during his visit to Durham.
The resulting work completed by the Force
was proportionate and thorough, addressing
the immense public interest issue. I was
confident that all of this was conducted in an
independent way and was not subject to
political influence despite much social media
comment to the contrary. This was a difficult
path to tread and the Chief Constable should
be commended by her approach and the
fairness shown in responding to an
extraordinary event.
During the Covid crisis, significant funding
was made available to the Criminal Justice
system to assist with activity. My office was
exemplary in understanding what funding was
available and how to access and apply for it.
A total of £1,571,439 was accessed from a
number of initiatives as a direct result,
improving our offer to local

communities across a wide
criteria. In particular and as
part of this, the Safer Streets fund application
was lauded by the Home Office in its
approach and had led to significant funded
improvements on people’s homes making
them be and feel safer. For 2020/21, the
ODPCVC, together with Durham
Constabulary, Durham County Council and
Darlington Borough Council, was successful
in securing Government funding for County
Durham and Darlington, £560,360 and
£298,918 respectively to implement burglary
prevention initiatives.

In July 2020, I decided to allow the Force to
go ahead with the investment of a new
custody centre. A significant quantity of
research from the Force and that
commissioned independently by my office,
concluded that the proposal from the Chief
Constable, to meet her operational need, was
affordable and appropriate. Following the
request from the Chief Constable and my
decision, we jointly embarked on a thorough
engagement process with the public,
residents, partners, councils at all
levels and within the Force, to give
confidence of the need and requirements and
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the new concept of handling custody that the
plans involved. When complete, it will give
Durham Constabulary a state-of-the-art
facility which will provide better and crucially,
more efficient care to those under
investigation than is currently possible across
the aging and almost obsolete existing estate.
One of the most important tasks that falls to a
PCC is the setting of the Force budget and
making a decision on what burden the local
taxpayer contributes. The policing precept is
the proportion of council tax which goes to
fund local policing. Each force has a different
level of local versus central funding, so it is
very difficult to compare forces based purely
on what their local precept level is. Durham
has a high percentage of lower band council
tax properties, meaning the level of funding
that we get, is relatively low as well. Our
forecast showed that if funding assumptions
were correct, by 2023 the Force would have
to be running at a deficit budget in order to
maintain service levels. Despite central
government funding the overall increase in
office numbers, there are still significant costs
that need to be covered to cater for the
increase, along with keeping pace with
inflation and rising staff costs. The level of
precept rise is capped every year by the
government. This year it was capped at a £15
rise for the budget 21-22. I decided to consult
with the public on setting the maximum rise,
to maintain service levels and invest in what
people were telling me was important. As a
consequence, the Force will be accelerating
the recruitment of new PCSO’s, it will be
investing in more control

room and call handling staff and be able to
recruit more experienced officers negating
the long training time needed and will ensure
continued investment in technology to keep
officers on the streets and be visible. During
my public consultation on my proposal over
1100 responses were collated and presented
to the Police and Crime Panel, who have a
power of veto over the proposed rise. The
Panel accepted my recommendation for the
maximum increase.
The end of the reporting period covers the
start of purdah, the formal pre-election period
in the run up to the delayed 2021 PCC
election. My time in office as Acting PCVC
has been a challenging one. The situation
following the untimely death of PCVC Ron
Hogg, combined with the unfolding Covid
crisis resulted in an unprecedented situation
whereby according to existing legislation,
myself as the appointed Acting PCVC was in
office for 1 year and 9 months. This anomaly
in the legislation is likely to be resolved
following a review of the PCC role conducted
during the past year by the Home Office. I am
encouraged by this and we anticipate a
government white paper in 2021 for
consultation on the governments
recommendations. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the Durham and
Darlington Police and Crime Panel for their
confidence in me and my team, and for their
support in holding me to account so that
despite the difficulties, the communities of
Durham and Darlington and benefitted from
continued policing activity over the past year,
helping to make people feel safe and be safe
under extremis. I wish the newly elected PCC
every success in what is a role that is a
privilege to have been asked to occupy.
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Photo: Steve White joined
Northumbria PCC Kim McGuiness,
Chief Constable Jo Farrell and CEO
of One Punch North East Maxine
Thompson-Curl to support the annual
‘Punched Out Cold’ Campaign that
raises awareness of one punch
assault

Photo: Images of the Sexual Assault Referral
Centre which received funding from the Office

Photo:
Success of
Safer Streets
scheme,
officer
pictured
involved in
the
programme
providing
crime
prevention
advice
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Photo: Acting PCVC Steve White supporting
Annual White Ribbon Day to raise awareness
to end domestic abuse

Outcomes progress in respect of the Police, Crime &
Victims’ Plan 2020/21
Victims and the vulnerable feel supported






















£276,293 of additional funding was made available by the Ministry of Justice to support
victims of Domestic Abuse and /or Sexual Abuse during the pandemic.
Strengthening of the support for victims attending court through the secondment of two of
the Restorative Justice Practitioners to the Victim Care and Advice Service at a time when
many court cases were unavoidably delayed due to the pandemic.
An additional £15,000 allocated to the Rape and Sexual Assault Counselling Centre
(RSACC) during the pandemic for continuity of service delivery, supporting the installation
of IT based programmes, an on-line safe space and chat room for counselling,
Independent Sexual Violence Advisor (ISVA) support and a browser based helpline.
Decision made to allocate £120,000 funding towards the regional Sexual Assault Referral
Centre based in Chester Le Street which will supply the facilities for examination, crisis
support and administration from April 2021. This was the agreed proportion of the cost to
the ODPCVC Durham.
Covid-19 Extraordinary Funding made available by the Ministry of Justice to support
requests received from registered charities and social enterprises to meet the additional
costs of adapting support services, mitigating against lost income and/or meeting additional
service demands. The categories of bids received were for Domestic Abuse Commissioned
Services, Domestic Abuse Non-Commissioned Services and Sexual Violence
Commissioned and Non-Commissioned Services. The decision was made to allocate
funding to:
Aspire: £13,990
Changing Lives: £25,045
Darlington Mind: £16,270
Foundation: £17,464
HALO: £24,772
Harbour: £112,057
Just For Women Centre: £8,974
Pride - £21,022
RSACC: £10,400
SHAID: £9,269
Safe in Tees Valley Community Peer Mentors: £17,836
Safe in Tees Valley Control Room Team: £18,696
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People have confidence in the police and criminal justice
system












Meetings of the Local Criminal Justice Partnership (LCJP) increased to fortnightly at the
start of the pandemic enabling early identification and solution focused discussions around
any developing issues.
A change of focus for the LCJP Effectiveness and Efficiency group to a recovery group
have allowed for system risks and issues to be coordinated across the CJS during the
pandemic.
Although there continues to be concern about a backlog of cases going through the Crown
Court, our Magistrates Courts are on track, supported by Durham Constabulary who was
the first in the country to provide video linked remand hearings. The local response
ensured that the delays were managed appropriately with additional support being offered
to victims and witnesses.
Introduction of an independent Complaints Scrutiny Panel where members independently
scrutinise the outcome of complaint cases and provide feedback and identify learning
points for Durham Constabulary around the proportionality and decision making of
investigators and Appropriate Authorities.
Introduction of an independent BUS Panel (BAME Arrests, Use of Force and Stop and
Search). The purpose of the panel is so that members of the public can independently
scrutinise the police use of powers, ensuring greater transparency and improve confidence
in policing.
Introduction of an External Strategic Scrutiny Governance Group (ESSGG) which oversees
the effectiveness of the existing external tactical/thematic scrutiny panels, provides
constructive peer challenge, guidance, and accountability so that themes of organisational
learning can be identified.

Reoffending is reduced and rehabilitation is improved





The PCC welcomed the planned return to a unified model of probation delivery and the
ongoing development of relationships with the new regional service.
Partnership working ensured improved access to emergency accommodation for prisoners
with Covid-19 who are released unexpectedly from the custody of North East prisons to
make their return to the community as safe as possible.
The introduction of the joint Youth Offending Service and Police VISIT programme
(Violence Incident Support Intervention Team) to provide early support to young people
(and their families) who come into contact with the police for a violent incident.

Communities are safe and crime is reduced
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Expansion of naloxone programme at a time of heightened risk of
overdose during the pandemic-Durham officers among first to carry lifesaving drug which will temporarily overcome the effects of a drug overdose | Durham
Police, Crime & Victims Commissioner (durham-pcc.gov.uk)
Success of safer streets funding- Additional security measures secured as the safer streets
project ends | Durham Police, Crime & Victims Commissioner (durham-pcc.gov.uk)
Modern Slavery Statement 2020 signed which articulates the commitment and intended
actions of the seven PCCs and seven Chief Constables across the North East and
Yorkshire and Humber regions to address modern slavery through their business activities
and supply chains.
Partnership development of the Making Every Adult Matter (MEAM) approach in County
Durham.

Priorities for the upcoming year:
A new PCC will be elected in May 2021, these are the delayed elections that were due in 2020.
The new PCC will be required to publish a new Police and Crime Plan setting out the objective for
the Force and their vision.
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Agenda Item 8

Police and Crime Panel
19th July 2021
Draft Police and Crime Plan Cover Report
Report of Police and Crime Commissioner
Purpose
1. To ask the Police and Crime Panel to consider the draft Police and Crime Plan 20212024, in advance of launching it for consultation.
Background
2. Section 5 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 requires me to
issue a Police and Crime Plan for the area. I must issue a police and crime plan within
the financial year in which each ordinary election is held.
3. The Act requires that the Police and Crime Panel review a draft of the Plan, and
publish a response, and that I must have regard and respond to any report or
recommendations made by the Panel. I intend to bring the refreshed plan to the
Police and Crime Panel for review again before I issue the final version in September
2021, so that this obligation can be fulfilled.
4. However, I would also welcome comments from the Panel in advance of me issuing
the draft for consultation.
5. I would like to issue the draft plan for consultation as soon as possible so that I can
maximise all opportunities to promote the consultation, including attendance at
Area Action Partnerships. I will include any comments made at the meeting in the
version which goes out to consultation.
6. On publication of the draft plan I will begin consulting directly with our key partners
and utilising local meetings and engagement events, along with significant social
media messaging to encourage responses. The consultation will last until the 30th
August, following which the responses will be considered and a revised plan prepared
ahead of the Panel meeting on the 17th September 2021.
7. The Chief Constable has received a copy of the draft and her comments will be
considered in the consultation.

1
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Recommendations
8. The panel reads and provides feedback on the attached initial draft of the Police and
Crime Plan.

Joy Allen
Police and Crime Commissioner

2
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Appendix 1: Risks and Implications
Finance – The Police and Crime Plan identifies no financial Risk.
Staffing – None
Risk – None
Equality and Diversity – None
Disability Issues - None
Accommodation – None
Crime and Disorder - The Police and Crime Plan is a critical document for the Police and
Crime Commissioner and will aim to contribute to reducing Crime & Disorder within the
Force area.
Children’s Act 2004 - None
Environment - None
Collaboration and Partnerships - The Police and Crime Panel are being asked to provide
comment for the draft Police and Crime Plan. This will then go out for Public Consultation.
Procurement - None
Legal Implications – The report is required in accordance with the Police Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011.
Contact Officer:
Job Title:
Telephone:
Email:

Steve White
CEO
0191 3752001
Stephen.white@durham-pcc.gov.uk
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1.

Foreword

from the Police & Crime Commissioner
Prior to my election as Durham’s Police and
Crime Commissioner I reached out the people
of County Durham and Darlington to ask them
what my police and crime priorities should be.
They told me very clearly that anti-social
behaviour, drug use and drug dealing, fly
tipping, speeding and vandalism where their
main areas of concern.
They also shared their experiences of crime
and the fear of crime in their communities and
told me what they would like to see improved.
I hope my vision to make the communities of
County Durham and Darlington safer, stronger
and more resilient to crime and anti-social
behaviour will deliver what matters to most to
them.
Achieving this vision is important because
resilient and cohesive communities are more
likely to engage with services, report crime
and anti-social behaviour and get involved in
making their areas safer, cleaner and greener.

To reduce crime and anti-social behaviour we
need to get better at targeting police and
partner resources efficiently and effectively.
This can only be done if residents report
all crime and anti-social behaviour to
the relevant agencies. Unfortunately,
this is often not the case. In fact, 34% of
people responding to my Police and
Crime Survey who had been a victim of
crime did not report it which could be
explained by the fact that 68% found it
difficult to report issues.
Policing should be intelligence led and
data driven so I intend to make it easier,
faster and more convenient to report
crime and anti-social behaviour and
give residents the confidence and
reassurance they need to report issues
in.
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Good local intelligence enables analysts to
provide our neighbourhood and specialist
teams with timely and accurate information
that identifies hot spots and facilitates
3

effective multi agency problem solving
partnership approaches which develop local
solutions to local problems.
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As your Police and Crime Commissioner my
first priority will be to do all I can to prevent
crime occurring in the first place. I was
shocked to learn that only 6% of residents in
my survey agreed they received regular crime
prevention advice. So I am determined to
embed a prevention first culture to reduce
crime, victimisation, offending and the
number of people killed and seriously injured
on our roads.

I will work with the Chief Constable to ensure
we do all we can to protect victims of crime
and anti-social behaviour and deter offending
and re-offending by recognising the symptoms
of crime, understanding the causes and
intervening early to stop offending behaviour.
We will endeavour to disrupt crime at every
level and reassure the public confidence that
the Police will relentlessly pursue those who

4

profit from crime and ensure they are brought
to justice.
This is my first plan that has been and will
continue to be informed by local residents,
partners, businesses and I look forward to
working everyone over the coming 3 years to
deliver safer, stronger and more resilient,
towns, villages and City.

Vision
My vision for County Durham and Darlington
is that people will feel safe and secure in their
own homes and in their communities.
From my Police and Crime Survey, I know
residents in County Durham and Darlington
are concerned about the crime and disorder
they see in their neighbourhoods, such as antisocial behaviour, drug use and drug dealing,
fly tipping, speeding and vandalism.
My top priority is to get more funding for
Durham and Darlington and to enable the
police and PCSOs to spend more time on our
streets.
Policing alone cannot tackle crime and
disorder – help us needed from our

communities to provide better intelligence to
help us prevent crime, protect individuals,
deter offending and reoffending, and pursue
offenders.
Resilient and confident communities are more
likely to report crime, environmental crime
and anti-social behaviour, and they are also
more likely to work with other to prevent
crime and disorder.
I want to make our communities feel safe and
have confidence in working together. By
coming together, we will make our
communities safer, stronger and more
resilient to crime and anti-social behaviour.
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2.

Meet the Chief
Constable

Jo joined Durham Constabulary in November
2016 as Deputy Chief Constable and has
contributed to the force’s continued
outstanding performance. She was appointed
Chief Constable of Durham in June 2019,
becoming the first woman to hold the post in
the force’s 180-year history, and has steered
the force through the challenges generated by
the Covid-19 pandemic.
As Chief Constable, Jo has made it her top
priority to tackle high harm crime, with a fresh

focus on those offences which have the
greatest impact on victims and communities.
During her leadership, Jo has overseen
additional resources allocated to Safeguarding
teams and an emphasis on delivering justice
for survivors of rape, through improved
investigations and better ties to the CPS,
which has led to Durham having one of the
highest charging rates for rape of any force in
the UK.
Jo is a powerful and visible advocate of equal
rights for all and has championed the cause of
inclusion at every level of the force, adding the
principle to Durham’s core values and making
a public commitment through the force’s new
Inclusivity Charter, a 10-point pledge to
address equality of opportunity at every level
of policing.
She has adopted a problem-solving approach
to policing, applying original and progressive
thinking to some of the most intransigent
issues facing policing, such as Durham’s worldleading Checkpoint programme which aims to
address the revolving door of reoffending by
tackling the underlying causes of criminal
behaviour. And she has placed a very public
6

emphasis on the wellbeing of her officers and
staff: including an early commitment to equip
and train all frontline officers with Taser and
her pioneering use of victim impact
statements in court to support officers who
have been assaulted in the line of duty. On a
national level, Jo works on behalf of the
National Police Chiefs Council in the areas of
Information Management and Criminal Justice
Case Progression.
Jo is looking forward to working with Joy on
her Police and Crime Plan and to deliver the
priorities in partnership across the county and
borough.

3.

Durham City and Darlington, and economic
growth will help contribute to our
communities being safe and strong, and
places where people want to live, work and
spend the leisure time. However, many people
in our area live in very difficult financial
circumstances. Many of the towns and
villages, particularly in the east, have
challenges resulting from industrial decline,
with high degrees of unemployment.

Force area

Durham Constabulary provides policing
services to the areas of County Durham and
Darlington, covering 936 square miles with
approximately 15 miles of coastline in the
North East of England. It serves a residential
population of around 0.6 million. The
population is increased by University students
and the large numbers who visit or travel
through the area each year. Durham has many
areas of outstanding natural beauty and is
home to Durham Cathedral, a world heritage
site attracting many visitors. Demographics
are varied with both urban and rural
communities, some affluent, others with
significant poverty and deprivation. Four
prisons operate in the area, one being a
reception prison servicing Durham, Newcastle
and Teesside.
Our population of the area is predominantly
White British but we do have pockets of
diverse cultures and populations, in Durham
City, Darlington, and some of our larger towns.
It is vital that we understand the needs of

In our villages, and in the rural areas to the
west of the area, we also see problems
associated with social isolation. These
different challenges require different
responses, and it is incumbent that we work
with all partners in all sectors and particularly
communities themselves to tackle and resolve
these problems.

people with protected characteristics, and
work closely with them.
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The force area is also economically diverse. It
is experiencing a significant direct investment
in jobs and infrastructure, most visibly in
7

There is a strong history of partnership
working across County Durham and
Darlington. We work proactively and
determinedly to build productive relationships
with agencies, to achieve our common aim of
keeping our communities safe and enabling
our people to thrive. Both Local Authority
Areas within the Constabulary area have an
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overall partnership which is underpinned by a
series of thematic partnerships including,
Community Safety Partnerships (The Safe
Durham
Partnership
and
Darlington
Community Safety Partnership). Effective
partnership working has led to positive
outcomes for the communities of County
Durham and Darlington as these areas

continue to be among the safest places to live
and work in the UK.
We work closely with Durham County Council,
Darlington Borough Council, local NHS Clinical
Commissioning Groups, NHS England,
National Probation Service, Durham Tees
Valley Community Rehabilitation Company,
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North East Prisons, the Crown Prosecution
Service, HM Courts and Tribunal Service,
County Durham and Darlington Fire and
Rescue Service, Home Office, Ministry of
Justice, Association of Police and Crime
Commissioners, Association of Police Officers,
and a wide range of voluntary and community
sector partners.

4.

The Public’s Police & Crime Priorities – Plan on a Page
What I Want to Achieve

My vision is to make the communities of County Durham and Darlington safer, stronger and more resilient to crime and anti-social behaviour.
My Approach
Intelligence
We need to improve our
communication to make it
easier and faster to report
crime

Partnership Approach

Data Driven

Problem Solving

We need to invest in research
to assess how well plans are
working and inform us where
we need to improve

Use intelligence and data to
advise decision making and
response

Work with a wide range of
partners to reduce crime,
protect victims and prevent
offending and anti-social
behaviour

My Priorities
Safer Communities
Invest in neighbourhood
policing to reassure public,
tackle crime and ASB, provide
prevention advice, solve
problems, and build
confidence

Safer Business
Gain a better understanding of
the crime faced by businesses
and shop workers to address
business crime, threats and
abuse

Safer Online

Safer People

Tackle the emerging threats of
cyber enabled crime by
developing new tactics and
capabilities to safeguard those
using online platforms

To protect, support and
respond to victims, witnesses
and vulnerable people and
tackle abuse and exploitation in
all their forms

Safer Roads
To prioritise and tackle the
areas of highest harm and risk
known as the fatal 4: speeding,
mobile phones, drunk and drug
driving, and seat belts

What Action Needs to be Taken

PREVENT

PROTECT

DETER

PURSUE

Embedding a prevention-first
culture

We need to put the needs of
the victims of crime at the
centre of everything we do

Tackle the root causes of
offending and support the
rehabilitation of people who
have offended or who are at
risk of offending

Identify, target, and pursue
offenders, bring them to
justice and redistribute
proceeds of crime back

What Success Looks Like
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REDUCED CRIME
AND ANTI-SOCIAL
BEHAVIOUR

REDUCED
VICTIMISATION
9

REDUCED DEATHS
AND SERIOUS INJURY
ON THE ROADS

REDUCED FEAR OF
CRIME

Safer Countryside
Understand and respond to
the needs of rural
communities and tailor
services accordingly
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Strategic Priorities
My Plan is centred on achieving four key strategic priorities: Prevent, Protect, Deter and
Pursue
PREVENT: We will embed a prevention-first
culture and promote public health approach in
our work and that of our partners.

PROTECT: We will put the needs of victims of
crime at the centre of everything we do.

I will:

I will:

• Ensure those working on the front line are
increasingly focused on preventing crime –
as opposed to reacting to crime.
• Train all staff working in a public contact
role in preventative policing to a nationally
agreed standard.
• Provide our people with the technology,
skills, capacity and personal support to
prevent crime and reduce demand.
• Introduce specialist Cyber Prevention
Officers and expand Cyber Volunteering
opportunities to prevent cyber-crime and
victimisation.

• Protect frontline policing to keep our
communities safer, stronger and more
secure.
• Review services with the Chief Constable to
ensure that victims of crime are given full
support.

10

DETER: We will tackle the root causes of
offending and support rehabilitation of people
who offend or who are at risk of offending.
I will:

• Support local criminal justice partners and
ensure that the Police, Youth Offending
Services, Crown Prosecution Service, Courts,
Community Rehabilitation Company, National
Probation Service and Prisons work together
to support victims.
• Liaise with Public Health, Housing,
Employment and Mental Health services to
ensure that potential offenders get access to
the support that they need.
• Adopt a public health approach to reducing
crime. Recognising the symptoms of drug use,
alcoholism, gambling, mental health etc, by
understanding the causes and intervening
early to stop the escalation of symptoms to
help reduce criminal and anti-social
behaviour.
• Develop an improved understanding of the
needs profile of females who offend.
• Support the development and use of the
Restorative Justice.

• Develop solutions that address repeat
offending and break patterns of reoffending.
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PURSUE: We will identify, target, and pursue
offenders to bring them to justice.
I will:
• Use proceeds of crime to help the recovery
of victims and the restoration of our
communities.
• Disrupt organised crime at every level
ensuring the public can see those who try to
profit from crime are pursued and brought to
justice.
• Ensure the Police and partners use the full
range of enforcement legislation available to
them.
• Take enforcement action against those who
endanger the lives of road users and
pedestrians.
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The Public’s Police & Crime Priorities
4.1 Safer Communities
The main objective is to engage and empower communities to play an active role in crime prevention and resolving local issues. I
will work with the Chief Constable and partners to:
Anti-social Behaviour
• Appoint
an
Anti-Social
Behaviour
Champion to spearhead multi-agency
action to address persistent anti-social
behaviour and chair Community Trigger
resolution meetings.
• Tackle quality of life issues that matter
most to residents such as anti-social
behaviour, fly tippling, vandalism and dog
fouling.
• Lobby the Home Office to consider
replicating legal powers currently available
to police in Scotland to enable our officers
to serve warnings, fines and seize noisy
equipment.

• Ensure victims of persistent, unresolved
anti-social behaviour are able to access to
support as do victims of crime.
• Display guidelines on how to enact the
(ASB) Community Trigger prominently on
websites, notice boards and publications to
enable all victims of anti-social behaviour
to seek redress.
• Encourage victims to submit a written
account of the effects of the ASB and be
entitled to read it or have it read out on
their behalf at the Community Trigger
Meeting.
• Review how the Police, Darlington Borough
Council and Durham County Council take
ownership of ASB reports to ensure people

12

get the right support at the right time by
the right organisation.
• Use the full suite of criminal and civic tools
and powers to address anti-social
behaviour effectively.
• Enable victims of ASB to attend a resolution
meeting to explain the impact the ASB
behaviour is having on them.

Neighbourhood Crime
• Work with partners to establish area based
multi-agency hubs to support collaborative
problem-solving approaches to reduce
crime,
anti-social
behaviour
and
victimisation.
• Ensure Police teams are more visible and
accountable – and there is a nominated and
visible local officer or PSCO in every
neighbourhood.
• Put more Police Officers back on our
streets.
• Explore the feasibility of establishing a
Community Orientated Policing (COP) bank
similar to the NHS nursing banks to address
demand pressures and provide additional
capacity to respond to localised problemsolving solutions.
• Set up Community Safety Volunteer,
Employment and Training (VET) Academy
to support, promote careers and
volunteering opportunities in the criminal
justice sector.

• Engage with and empower communities to
enable them to play an active role in crime
prevention and resolve local issues.
• Involve people with lived experience when
working with victims of crime, anti-social
behaviour, addictions, and abuse.
• Work with partners to ensure the public
know where to report issues and access the
right services, at the right time from the
right agency.
• Promote a multi-agency problem-solving
strategy to prevent neighbourhood crime
(burglary, robbery, theft from the person
and vehicle crime).
• Ensure an effective integrated offender
management scheme for identifying
neighbourhood crime offenders and
intervening to prevent reoffending.

•
•
•

•

•

Serious and Organised Crime
• Ensure the police force has the necessary
resources to respond to serious and
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organised crime threats (firearms, drugs,
child criminal exploitation, fraud, economic
crime, cyber, modern slavery, human
trafficking).
Deliver on the strategic policing
requirement.
Tackle and disrupt organised crime groups
behind drug activity.
Recognise the exploitation of children and
young people and continue to identify and
safeguard those most at risk.
Continue to work with law enforcement
agencies;
local
authorities;
nongovernmental organisations and charities
to coordinate the local, regional and
national response to modern slavery
through the National Anti-Trafficking and
Modern Slavery Network.
Develop a public health approach to shape
the partnership work to prevent and
reduce Serious Violence.
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“I will ensure the police force has the necessary resources to
respond to serious and organised crime threats (firearms, drugs,
child criminal exploitation, fraud,14economic crime, cyber, modern
slavery, human trafficking)”.

4.2 Safer Business
To increase our understanding of the crime, threats and abuse faced by businesses and shopworkers.
•
•

•
•

Strengthen engagement with local businesses to prevent crime and
protect themselves and retail workers.
Gain a better understanding of the crimes faced by business and
ensure they get the support they need to keep themselves and
customers safe.
Take steps to tackle violence against shop workers and support to
the Co-op’s Respect for Shop Workers and USDAW campaigns.
Work with businesses to help them prevent and reduce business
crime such as theft, cyber-crime, cyber-attacks, and fraud.
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4.3 Safer Online
Tackle the emerging threats of cyber enabled crime by developing new tactics and capabilities to safeguard those using online
platforms.
•
•

•

Fund
cyber
fraud
awareness
campaigns.
Support the roll out of cyber-crime
prevention volunteers who educate
the public on how to protect
themselves from cyber enabled crime.
Introduce specialist Cyber Prevention
Officers
and
expand
Cyber.

•

Volunteering opportunities to prevent
cyber-crime and victimisation.
Invest in digital investigation and
intelligence to improve understanding
of the digital footprint to combat
internet cyber enabled and cyber
dependent criminality.

16

•

•

Pursue and bring to justice those who
groom children online or those who
download or share images of abuse
and protect those at risk.
Support vulnerable people to be safe
online
through
educational
programmes.

4.4 Safer People
The main objective is to invest in neighbourhood policing to reassure the public, provide prevention advice, solve problems, protect
the vulnerable, and build confidence. I will work with the Chief Constable and partners to:

at any point and whether they report to the
police or not.
• Ensure victims are read their rights at
the point of report or as soon after as
possible as with offenders.

Victims
• Help keep people safe in their homes by
working with the local authorities, Health
and the Fire and Rescue Service to provide
Total Home Safety advice.
• Appoint a Victims Champion to ensure the
voice of victims is that the centre of
everything we do.
• Work with partners to ensure delivery of
seamless high-quality support for victims
that enables them to cope with, and
recover from, their experience.
• Ensure compliance with the Code of
Practice for Victims of Crime so that victims
are aware of and can access their rights.
• Commission high quality services so that
victims have access to a range of specialist
support services for them and their families

•

Ensure the full powers included in the
DA Act are used to protect and support
victims and result in meaningful
consequences
for
perpetrators
including the effective use of domestic
abuse protection notices, domestic
abuse
protection
orders
and
restraining orders.

•

Deliver on the recommendations
included in the national End to End
Rape Review.

•

Work with partners to develop and
maintain a high-quality Sexual Assault
Referral Centre service that meets
local needs and national standards.

•

Ensure that stalking legislation and
powers are effectively adhered to and
measured.

Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence
•

•

Support the use of robust domestic
violence perpetrator programmes so
as to prevent domestic violence and
abuse happening in the future.
Develop a violence against women
and girls’ strategy aimed at changing
attitudes
and
improving
our
knowledge of and response to the
crimes that predominantly affect
women and girls so that no woman
needs to live in fear and girls grow up
knowing they are safe.
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•

Ensure the police force works in
partnership with probation to manage
High Risk Offenders through MultiAgency
Public
Protection
Arrangements
(MAPPA),
Sexual
Offender, Domestic Abuse Perpetrator
initiatives and Foreign National
Offenders initiatives.

Hate Crime
• Promote hate crime prevention initiatives
and encourage and facilitate the reporting
in all forms of hate crime.
• Introduce voluntarily recording of
misogyny as a hate crime indicator.

Young People

Mental Health

• Support and work with schools to reduce
school exclusions and off rolling so that we
keep children in school education.
• Ensure policies about young people will be
made after engaging and involving young
people.
• Work with partners agencies to keep careexperienced young people out of the
criminal justice system.
• Divert young people from becoming
involved in crime and anti-social behaviour
through
a
range
of
education,
employment, leisure, and training
activities.

• Work with Community Mental Health
Trusts to ensure that the police are the
service of last resort and not the service of
first resort for people suffering a mental
health crisis.
• Liaise with Public Health, Housing,
Employment and Mental Health services to
ensure that potential offenders get access
to the support that they need.
• Maintain a multi-agency approach to
enable an appropriate response to support
people with mental health needs who
come in contact with the police and
criminal justice system.

18

•

Drug, Alcohol and Gambling Harm

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Divert those suffering with chronic
addiction away from the criminal
justice system towards treatment and
harm prevention.
Commission research into the cost of
alcohol harm to Durham Constabulary.
Commission research into gambling
related harm (GRH) and gambling
disorder
Consider gambling related harm when
investigating crimes
Encourage those presenting with GRH
to be referred to appropriate support
to prevent further harm and crime
Add additional question to ask victims
of domestic assault to specifically
include gambling (in addition to
drugs/alcohol)
Advocate introducing a gambling
treatment requirement as part of
community sentences at court
Train police, PCSOs to identify
gambling addiction and to understand
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•

•

•

•

•

the links between suicide, mental
health, homelessness, domestic abuse,
child neglect and gambling
Press for the Gambling Commission to
thoroughly investigate operator’s code
of conduct to identify negligent
behaviour before charging and
sentencing
Introduce
mandatory
screening
questions around gambling at the
point of arrest in custody
Develop multi-agency strategies and
fund initiatives to reduce the harm
caused by drugs in the community.
Support the work of the licensing unit
to reduce the harm caused by alcohol
and gambling in the community
Develop partnership work to reduce
substance, alcohol and gambling
misuse which are closely linked to
crime and reoffending.
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4.5 Safer Roads
Prioritise and tackle the areas of highest harm and risk: speeding, mobile phones drunk and drug driving and seat belts
•

•
•

•

•

Invest in analytical capability necessary
to identify risks and threats on the
road network.
Develop a social media strategy to
promote safer roads.
Improve signposting to enable
parishes, towns, schools, individuals,
and communities to share their
concerns about road safety issues in
their locality.
Work with the community and local
elected members of all parties to
tackle road safety concerns in our
communities.
Encourage and develop volunteer
action to improve road safety such as

•

•

•

•

community speed watch and junior
road safety.
Improve road safety and support for
victims of road traffic accidents and
families.
Take enforcement action against those
who endanger the lives of road users
and pedestrians.
Ensure resources allocated to policing
the strategic roads network are
sufficient and be satisfied that
effective partnership arrangements
are in place.
Support Durham Constabulary to
deliver on co collision capability and
efficiency. / or Lobby the government
to ensure a more effective, efficient,

20

•

•

•

and sustainable forensic collision
capability.
Campaign for the government to allow
local retention of income from
enforcement to be directed towards
local road safety initiatives.
Introduce as soon as practicable
Operation Snap. This initiative uses
video footage from road users to
pursue dangerous drivers.
Continue to invest in Operation
Endurance to tackle the menace of offroad bikes.
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“I will ensure resources allocated to policing the strategic roads network are sufficient
21
and be satisfied that effective partnership
arrangements are in place”.
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4.6 Safer Countryside
Understand and respond to the needs of rural communities and tailor services accordingly

•
•

•
•

•
•

Invest and support rural policing to
prevent crime.
Support the force and rural communities
in their use of new technologies to keep
our communities safe.
Strengthen and support Rural Watch.
Introduce a Rural Road Users Advisory
Panel and bring local authorities, elected
members, rural business, farmers, horse
riders, cyclists, and ramblers to address
and respond to dangerous road users and
accident black spots.
Support ROSPA campaign targeting rural
motorcyclists.
Increase levels of crime reporting in rural
communities
• Expand the community safety
responder programme in the rural
area.
• Work with the Home Office, Ministry
of Justice and Police and Crime

•

•

•

•

Commissioners to facilitate a coordinated approach to rural crime.
Ensure rural police teams are more
visible and accessible – and there are
nominated and visible local officers or
PSCO.
Increase
confidence
of
rural
communities in policing by improving
community safety: generate a Rural
Safety Plan, in consultation with, the
rural community.
Include rural crime as a strategic
objective and ensure effective cross
boarder policing.
Work with partner organisations to
identify ways to make it easier and
quicker to make safety improvements
on country roads to address rural
speeding and undertake targeted rural
safety enforcement.

22

•

Invest and support rural policing to
fight and prevent crime.

“I will increase confidence of rural communities in policing by improving
community safety, generate a Rural Safety Plan, in consultation with, the rural
community”.
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5.

Measuring Progress against the Public’s Police and Crime Priorities

As Police and Crime Commissioner, I am committed to being the voice of the people on policing, victims, and community safety matters. I am here to
ensure that community needs are met as effectively as possible, and to improve local relationships by building confidence and restoring trust. Community
engagement is one of central responsibilities of my role. I will work hard to be visible in our communities during my time in office. My approach to
communicating and engaging with you is illustrated here:

There are four main types of communication which I will be using to achieve effective and
efficient communication with you as residents.
EDUCATE: We will proactively educate local communities on the work of my Office and
continue to grow awareness of the work we do with local partners and organisations.
INVOLVE: We will involve our partners in joint releases and campaigns where possible.
This will build establish relationships and amplify the key messages we need to deliver.
INFORM: We will be open and honest, and keep you informed on the activities of the
Office, community safety, victims and criminal justice issues.
CONSULT: This allows informed strategic planning and decision making, such as
consultation on a proposed increase to the precept. My media team will support with
engagement with press and getting my messages out there. Analysis of results would be
presented, and I will make an informed decision based upon the consultation results.

24

I will do this through the following
routes:
•
•
•
•

One to one private appointments
Drop-in surgeries
Consultations and surveys
Social media

• Independent Custody Visitors
• Independent Scrutiny Panels (BUS- BAME
arrests, Use of Force, Stop and Search),
Domestic Abuse, Rape, Out of Court
Disposals,
Ethics
Committee
and
Complaints.

• Press and transparency
• Website
• Community meetings- For example, Police
and Communities Together-PACT and Area
Action Partnerships- AAP
• Community events

All the above provide a wealth of feedback by which services can be improved and the police held to account.
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6. Relationship of the Police & Crime Plan to Community Safety Plans
of Partners
Keeping vulnerable children and adults safe is a key priority for me and it is important there are close links with the Safe Durham Partnership, the
Darlington Community Safety Partnership, and the Local Criminal Justice Partnership. The Police & Crime Plan has been developed in close collaboration,
drawing on a clear body of evidence and understanding of the needs of communities in County Durham and Darlington. The priorities which each plan
sets are therefore aligned, and the partners work closely to ensure they are delivered to meet the needs of our local communities. Please refer to the
table below to see how the Police and Crime Plan aligns to other plans.
PCC Plan
Safer Communities

Safer People

Safer Business
Safer Online
Safer Roads
Safer Countryside

Safe Durham Partnership Plan
• Promote being safe and feeling
safe in your community
• Reduce Reoffending
• Support victims and protect
vulnerable people from harm
• Alcohol and substance misuse
reduction
•
Tackle and prevent cyber
enabled crime
•
Tackle
enabled crime

and

prevent

•
•
•
•

Darlington Community Safety Plan
Promoting Safer Places
Building
Strong
and
Cohesive
Communities
Protecting and Supporting Vulnerable
People
Violent Crime and Domestic Abuse

• Promote Safer Places

cyber • Protecting and Supporting Vulnerable

People
Promote being safe and feeling • Promoting Safer Places

•
safe in your community
•
Promote being safe and feeling • Building
Strong
safe in your community
Communities
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and

Cohesive

LCJP Plan
•
An end-to-end system for
supporting victims and witnesses
•
An end-to-end system for
rehabilitating offenders and reducing
offending
•
Efficient and integrated criminal
justice system

7. Strategic Policing and
National Policing Strategies
Strategic Policing Requirements (SPRs)
Policing Measures 2021
SPRs support me and Chief Constable to ensure we fulfil forces’ national
responsibilities. It enables us to plan effectively together for challenges
that go beyond force boundaries. The SPRs also support my ability, and
statutory obligation, to hold the Chief Constable to account for the ability
to deliver these functions:

o
o
o
o
o
o

The National Crime and Policing measures are set by the Home Office and
are intended to lay out the Government’s key national priorities on crime.
It will be important for me to inform the public on how Durham
Constabulary is performing against these measures and contribute to
setting of local priorities where appropriate.

Contribute to the Counter Terrorism Strategy to Pursue,
Prevent, Protect, and Prepare;
Contribute to the Serious and Organised crime Strategy to
Pursue, Prevent, Protect, and Prepare;
Respond adequately to a national cyber security incident;
Ensure the ability to keep the peace by preventing and managng
public disorder;
Respond adequately to civil emergencies which require a
national response; and,
Respond adequately to reports of Child Sexual Abuse.

o
o
o
o
o
o
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Reduce Murder and other homicides;
Reduce serious violence;
Disrupt drugs and County Lines;
Reduce Neighbourhood Crime;
Tackle Cyber Crime;
Improve satisfaction amongst victims – focusing on Domestic
Abuse
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Policing Vision

Fair Funding

The Policing Vision 2025 can only be delivered by the whole of policing
working together collaboratively in the public interest. Along with the
Chief Constable, I will work with national bodies like the College of
Policing, National Crime Agency and staff associations, our officers, staff
and volunteers at every level and our many partners across the public
sector – we all have a vital role to play in delivering these reforms. The
Police Reform and Transformation Board, with membership from across
policing, will oversee and support the changes.

Fair funding is essential if policing is to deal effectively with the rising
complexity in its demand. A new funding formula should include
provision for the fact that policing deals with harm as well as volume, and
that policing is required, in the first instance, to prevent crime where
possible. A great deal of policing work is taken up with non-crime related
demand issues. Additionally, evidence shows that crime volume is not a
sound methodology for calculating the demands placed upon primary
and secondary investigation officers. This is further compounded by
complex and non-crime cases. Crime volumes itself do not account for
pressures placed on police due to other public sector services
retrenching, or where they reprioritise their response and service focus.
County Durham and Darlington have a combination of urban and rural
areas, affluence and deprivation which presents substantial challenges to
providing an effective and efficient policing response. Further research
needs to be conducted to ensure the needs of police forces across the
country get a fair deal in any revised funding formula.
Council tax funding is also an important aspect of local funding which
needs to be taken into account when considering fair funding.
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The Police Uplift Programme
The Police Uplift Programme (PUP) aims to recruit 20,000 new officers by March 2023. Durham’s share of this is 226 additional officers. This does not
include the officers who will retire and be replaced as part of normal business. It is essential that the Force supports those younger in-service officers or
there are likely to be risks retention and therefore efficient & effective recruitment.
Our police officers provide an outstanding public service in keeping the Queen’s Peace, and I am committed to ensuring their bravery, sacrifice and
dedication is recognised. They protect the public from criminality, they protect the public and particularly the vulnerable, they deter offending and
reoffending through their neighbourhood presence and proactive working, and they pursue criminal justice through their response and investigation
work.
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8.

Collaboration
Crime Unit, a collaboration between Northumbria, Cleveland and
Durham Constabulary. The unit creates additional specialist capacity and
capability through effective partnership working and collaboration to
deliver an increased response to tackling serious and organised crime
that transcends force borders in the region.

Examples of collaboration with partners include:

• Evolve Legal Services -This is a three-way collaboration with Durham
Constabulary, Cleveland Police and North Yorkshire Police. Through the
programme, each of the police services explore ways to work together
across organisational boundaries, to increase operational resilience,
improve services for communities and achieve financial savings.

• ICT development - Digital technology collaborative arrangements in
place between Durham Constabulary and Cumbria Police.
• Fire Collaboration - The Constabulary share buildings with Fire &
Rescue, located in Barnard Castle and Newton Aycliffe. This works well
in terms of sharing costs and engaging team working and sharing
knowledge.

• NERSOU (North East Regional Special Operations Unit) - This was
established in October 2013 and is the North East Regional Organised
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Partnership Working
We need to work with a wide range of partners to reduce crime,
victimisation, offending and anti-social behaviour.

Residents have told me that it is not easy to report crime, and that just
over a third of them did not report it to the police. The College of Policing
estimates that for any given force, between 60-80% of demand on police
time comes from non-crime related incidents. Residents are often
confused about where to report issues, be it the Police, Council, Fire &
Rescue, or health services. Because of this, the Force experiences
significant and increasing demand for non-crime incidents, which are
often linked to issue of vulnerability, public protection and safeguarding.

I will:
•

•

Involve key stakeholders and partners at all levels (nationally,
regionally and locally) to address crime trends, root causes and
break inter-generational cycles of harm.
Support the roll out of multi-agency Problem Orientated
Partnership (POP) hubs to help build cohesive and resilient
communities.

I will:
•

The overall approach to tackling crime and anti-social behaviour requires
effective partnerships with the police – in collaboration with local
residents and representatives from the public, private and voluntary
sector. This approach is the foundation of my vision.

•
•

Intelligence led
I will improve our communication channels to make it easier and faster
to report crime and anti-social behaviour (ASB) to the Police and
appropriate agencies.
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Procure technological solutions to enable officers to gather
information about victims, offenders and location to enable them
to target resources efficiently and effectively.
Encourage the public to report issues to the appropriate agencies.
Lobby to improve responsiveness of 101 service.
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Data Driven

• Champion the adoption of problem-solving approaches between
partners.

We need to invest in research, evaluation of initiatives and analytical
capability to provide timely and accurate information of what works and
facilitate evidence led practice.

• Invest in appropriate architectural liaison capacity to design out crime
in housing estates, town centres, car parks, children’s homes, housing
estates etc.

I will:
• Use data to inform decision making, target resources to areas of high
demand and risk, to tackle crime and protect victims.
• Provide suitable resources for collecting, compiling, analysing and
disseminating data.
• Improve data and intelligence sharing between agencies.

Problem Solving
We will use intelligence and data to inform our local decision making and
response.
I will:
• Invest in analytical capacity for the development of thematic and
geographic problem solving.
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9.

Policing Budget and Precept

Budget
I have a net budget of £135.8m for 2021/22.
Of the net revenue budget £133.4 is delegated
to the Chief Constable to fund the operational
policing service. The balance of £2.4m is held
by me to fund the office budget, audit and
governance, community safety and victim
services.
The cost of my office budget, audit and
governance services is £1.1m. I will spend
£2.6m on community safety, reducing
reoffending and victims’ services activities. I
will contribute directly £1.3m from my funding
to these activities, with the balance coming
from government grants.
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I will work with partners where shared needs
and priorities exist to problem solve and
support the joint resourcing necessary to
implement the agreed solutions. The
resourcing can be in the form of matched

funding, specialist expertise or use of assets. I
will participate in collaborative funding and
resource bids to maximise the benefits for the
communities of County Durham and
Darlington. I recognise the community must
be at the heart of the conversations leading to
solutions that are delivered in partnership
within the community.
I have also set a capital budget of £13.2m
which includes investment in buildings, fleet,
technology, and equipment. This is funded
from a combination of government grant,
council tax and the proceeds from the sale of
assets.

Precept
The precept was increased by £15 for
2021/22. This has increased the precept to
£230.24 per household for a Band D property
in County Durham and Darlington. This is
around £11 below the national average. This
33

will enable the Constabulary to maintain
officer and PCSO numbers and invest in
technology. Most of the properties liable for
council tax are in the lowest band, Band A,
which has a police precept of £153.49.

Maximising Funding Opportunities
I will encourage the continuation of
partnership funding bids such as the Safer
Streets which has successfully secured
substantial sums for improvements in
community safety in parts of County Durham
and Darlington.

Social Value
I will include social value principles in all the
Durham PCC Office and Constabulary
procurement policies and processes and
encourage the awarding of contracts for
goods and services to organisations based in
County Durham and Darlington. Social value
criteria will form 10% (or more) of scoring for
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the award of high value contracts. I will ensure
that we get maximum social value benefits
from any high value procurement projects.

Sustainable Policing

Social Capital / Civil Society

The pandemic has changed the way we operate, and I will actively
support the use of policies and technology that improve the delivery of
policing services and reduce the carbon footprint of my office and the
Constabulary. The Constabulary take every opportunity to be energy
efficient in the use of our buildings and fleet. The use of technology has
enabled the sharing of information to officers and staff while working in
your communities, increasing effective mobile working.

The Constabulary has worked with communities through a process called
‘mutual gain’ where local organisations and members of the community
invested their time and energy to achieve beneficial results for the
community. I will work with partners and communities to facilitate and
enable opportunities to involve members of communities in the delivery
of activities that lead to outcomes defined by the community.
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10. Services for Victims and Grant Funding
Commissioning Strategy
My Commissioning Strategy sets out how I will
commission services to support the delivery of
the Police & Crime Plan.
There are three groups of local services which
need to be in place to deliver my Vision: the
Police Service, Local Criminal Justice Services,
and community-based services to support
those who have been victims of crime cope
and recover, prevent crime and anti-social
behaviour and keep communities safe.
Commissioning forms a crucial part of
establishing, maintaining, and improving
these local services, and ensuring that they are
producing the outcomes that communities
need. Commissioning involves understanding
where gaps exist and what services are
necessary, working in partnership to ensure
they are delivered well, and evaluating their
effectiveness.

My preferred approach is to co-commission
services and that has been achieved with a
shared service provider which supports
victims of domestic abuse and the overarching
service that assesses the needs of victims of
crime and refers them to support
organisations.

• Include your views and your communities’
views to ensure the services commissioned
will improve confidence and address
specific needs,

Commissioning Principles

• Embrace

My commissioning principles are grounded in
the need to spend public money wisely,
transparently, and in line with the objectives
in the Police & Crime Plan.
I will:
• Work with other commissioners in the
private, public, and voluntary centre to
meet local need and achieve best value, by
developing priorities that are jointly owned
and solutions that facilitate the pooling of
local skills, expertise, and assets,
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• Ensure robust contractual and financial
arrangements are in place to review service
delivery and make timely adjustments as
needed,
the principle of equal
opportunities, by encouraging equity,
equality and recognition of diversity by
providing services that respond to the
different needs and service requirements
of people regardless of gender, race,
disability, age, religious belief, marital
status, ethnic origin, sexual orientation or
gender identity,

• Be open and transparent about processes

and decisions,
• Make decisions based on evidence of need.
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Victims Services
Police & Crime Commissioners are responsible
for commissioning local services to support
victims of crime. To help with this, I receive an
annual grant from the Ministry of Justice. I
currently commission several specialist
services to support young victims of crime,
victims of domestic abuse and sexual violence
as well as an overarching service that any
victim of crime can receive support
from. Support from these services is available
even if a victim chooses not to report the
crime to the police. Details of these services
are available on my website.
All commissioned services are subject to initial
quality assurance processes and ongoing
performance management arrangements to
ensure they are fit for the purpose of
delivering support that meets the needs of our
County
Durham
and
Darlington
communities. In 2021/22, I have allocated
£592,000 to support victims of domestic
abuse, £327,000 to support victims of sexual
violence and £351,000 to support the
overarching service that assesses the needs of

victims of crime and refers them to support
organisations that help them cope with the
impact of crimes committed against them.
This funding will help the delivery of my Safer
People strategic priority and my Protect
strategic aim.
The domestic abuse and sexual violence
support uplift funding has enabled money to
be targeted at specialist services providing
tailored support to communities that have not
accessed these services previously. The
funding has enabled an increase in capacity to
take extra referrals, reduce waiting lists and
increase the equality of access to these muchneeded services.

Anti-Social Behaviour
Police & Crime Commissioners are responsible
with agencies from the community safety
partnerships to provide support to the victims,
survivors, and alleged perpetrators of antisocial behaviour. I have committed £207,000
for our nationally recognised and awardwinning community peer mentor service,
which has problem solved many cases
referred to the police, helped socially isolated
and vulnerable individuals in our communities
and reduced demand on the policing service. I
have committed just over £1,000,000 to
support the delivery of my Safer Communities
strategic priority and my Prevent and Deter
strategic aims.
My Office, in collaboration with the police and
two local authorities applied for and
succeeded in achieving substantial sums of
money to improve the community safety
infrastructure and target home security
activities in both County Durham and
Darlington.
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11. Roles and Responsibilities
The Police Reform and
Role
Responsibilities
Social Responsibility Act
• Setting the strategic direction for policing in County Durham and Darlington
(2011) established the
• Publishing a Police & Crime Plan
Police
&
role of Police & Crime
• Setting the budget and precept for policing in County Durham and Darlington
• Commissioning of victims’ support services
Crime
Commissioner. The Act
set provisions for the Commissioner • Holding the Chief Constable to account for delivering policing that is efficient, effective, and
responsive to the needs of the public as set out in the Police & Crime Plan
replacement of the
• Appointing, and if necessary, dismissing the Chief Constable of Durham Constabulary
police authorities with
• Keeping the communities of County Durham and Darlington safe and secure
Chief
directly elected Police &
• Delivering an efficient and effective policing service which responds to the needs of the public
Crime Commissioners
Constable
• Manage the resources and budgets of the Constabulary
aiming to improve police
• Reviewing, reporting, and making recommendations on the Police & Crime Plan and the
accountability by
policing precept
• Scrutinising key strategic decisions and documents
‘reconnecting’ the public
• Making recommendations to the Police & Crime Commissioner on the discharge of their
with policing.

Police &
Crime Panel

functions
• Holding confirmation hearings for the proposed appointments of Chief Constable, Chief
Executive and Chief Finance Officer
• Power to suspend the Police & Crime Commissioner if charged with an imprisonable offence
or appoint an acting Police and Crime Commissioner where the incumbent is incapacitated,
resigns or is disqualified
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Role

Police & Crime Commissioner

Chief Constable

General
The PCC is elected every four years and is the
chair of the corporation sole.

Complaints
Local oversight of the complaint handling by
Durham Constabulary.

Further statutory duties and powers are set out
within the Act.

Independent Review Body for certain
complaints made through the formal complaints
system within Durham Constabulary and dealing
with complaints made against the Chief
Constable.

The Act protects the operational independence
of the police by making it clear that the Chief
Constable retains direction and control of all
officers and staff.

Consider and investigate any complaints or
conduct matters against police officers and
staff.

Scrutinise the decisions of the Police and Crime
Commissioner.

Police & Crime Panel

Membership contains of a maximum of 10 local
councillors from each of the local authorities in
County Durham and Darlington, plus two
independent members.
There is a requirement for political and
geographical balance amongst the elected
members of the Panel.
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Consider any complaints or conduct matters
against the Police & Crime Commissioner.

Get in Touch
Durham Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office
Police Headquarters
Aykley Heads
Durham
DH1 5TT

Instagram: @durhampcc
Twitter: @DurhamPCC
Facebook: www.facebook.com/PCC.Durham
Please visit: www.durham-pcc.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 9
Police and Crime Panel
19th July 2021
Media Report
Report of the Durham Police and Crime Commissioner

1. Purpose
This paper provides an update of press and social media coverage concerning the work of the
Durham Police and Crime Commissioner since the previous meeting.
2. Top press releases published
Press releases published since the last meeting include:











Additional security measures secured as the safer streets project ends
Online support sessions being trialled for victims of hate crime
Joy Allen commences office as the new Police and Crime Commissioner for Durham
Funding boost for domestic abuse and sexual violence services in County Durham and
Darlington
Several previous clients of the Community Peer Mentor scheme turned volunteers
Durham PCC awarded over £670,000 to make streets safer
PCC shadows control room to observe demand
PCC praises work of Neighbourhood Watch Volunteers
PCC joins partners for official opening of Sexual Assault Referral Centre in County Durham
PCC welcomes HMICFRS report on domestic abuse but urges more needs to be done

Key publications include Northern Echo, Chronicle Live, Aycliffe Today, Durham Advertiser, Newton
News, ITV News, Teesdale Mercury and Darlington & Stockton Times.
Broadcast







BBC Radio Newcastle / BBC Radio Tees – 25.05.21 Interview with PCC around top
priorities
BBC Look North – Live Interview – 25.05.21 – Interview with PCC around Arson/ASB in
Wingate
Hospital Radio – North Tees/Hartlepool Hospital – 27.05.21 Interview with PCC around
top priorities
BBC Politics North – 13.06.21 – PCC plans to address gambling addiction
Darlington Radio – 19.06.21 – For MoreInCommon takeover, Interview with PCC around
top priorities
BBC Look North/ITV Tyne Tees – 19.06.21 – Official opening of Sexual Assault Referral
Centre in County Durham
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3. Social media activity
 7621 followers on Twitter (6th highest amongst PCCs)
 5907 followers on Facebook (2nd highest amongst PCCs)
 687 followers on the PCC Instagram Account (8th highest amongst PCCs)
*As of 06/07/21

Top social media posts between (01.04.21 - 30.06.21)
Top tweets:
o
o
o
o
o

14.7k reach – New PCSO Recruits
6.9k reach – PCC Joy Allen First Day in Office
6.3k reach – Joy Allen elected as Durham PCC
4.6k reach – PCC Joy Allen meeting to discuss gambling addiction
4.4k reach – Support from PCC for Durham Pride

Top Facebook posts:
o
o
o
o
o

32.7k reach – Online support sessions being trailed for victims
27.4k reach – National Volunteers Week
8.4k reach – Joy Allen elected as Durham PCC
7.3k reach – Appropriate Adults recruiting in County Durham
5.4k reach – Call it out survey

Top Instagram posts:
o
o
o
o
o

424 reach – PCC Joy Allen visit to Peterlee and Horden
283 reach – New PCSO recruits
235 reach – Additional funding available for services
229 reach – Joy Allen elected as Durham PCC
217 reach – PCC Joy Allen rural visits

4. Columns
 One Darlington Magazine – First month in the role and emerging priorities
 Reinstating columns in Teesdale Mercury / Durham Advertiser
5. Recommendations
Panel Members are recommended to note the information contained in this report.
Lucy Constantine (Senior Media Officer) / Simon Hahn (Digital Media Officer)
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Appendix 1: Risks and Implications
Finance
None
Staffing
None
Equality and Diversity
None
Accommodation
None
Crime and Disorder
None
Children's Act 2004
None
Stakeholder/Community Engagement
None
Environment
None
Collaboration and Partnerships
None
Value for Money and Productivity
None
Potential Impact on Police and Crime Plan Priorities
Positive coverage of activity will help to boost confidence in policing.
Commissioning
None
Other risks
None
Contact Officer:
Job Title:
Telephone:
Email:

Stephen White
Chief Executive
0191 375 2001
stephen.white@durham.pcc.pnn.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 10

Police and Crime Panel
19th July 2021
Quarterly Performance Report
Report of the Police and Crime Commissioner

1.

2.

3.

Purpose
The purpose of this report was to update the Panel and the public on performance against
the Police, Crime and Victims’ Plan 2018-2021. Moving forward, this report will continue to
focus upon key performance measures that will overlay the new Police and Crime Plan 20212024.
During the interim period this report will continue to focus upon the previously used
performance measures.
Background
This report considers KPQs 1-4, looking at questions in relation to the safety of our
communities, crime levels, and support for victims and the vulnerable.

Figure 1: Police Crime and Victims’ Plan Outcomes and KPQs

Outcome 1 – Communities are safe and crime is reduced
KPQ1: How safe are our communities?
4.

Keeping communities safe is a central tenant of policing and ensuring that this is achieved, to
the best possible standard.

5.

While policing is intrinsically connected to community safety, it still takes a wider range of
organisations across the public and voluntary sectors to deliver.
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6.

Community safety is a broad topic to consider. Therefore, in the interests of length and
accessibility this report remains focused on some top-level information and indicators.
Crime severity and response

7.

Firstly, the Crime Severity Score is a measure where sentencing information is used to ‘weight’
the severity of offences. Such a statistic is helpful when changes to crime recording practices
have had a significant effect upon police recorded offences. Another benefit is that it allows
for easy comparison between Durham and the rest of England and Wales in a more
meaningful way than perhaps recorded crime could. Of course, such an indicator is limited by
the extent to which sentencing guidelines reflect the severity of an offence.

Crime Severity Score (year ending Mar-2020)
16
14
12

13.8
12.8

10
8
6
4
2
0
Durham Contabulary

England & Wales

Figure 2: Crime Severity Score (Year Ending March 2020, Office for National Statistics)1

8.

The Crime Severity Score shows broadly similar results between Durham Constabulary and
England and Wales. The data currently available does not account for any changes attributed
to COVID-19 as it is prior to the pandemic and the associated national lockdowns.

9.

The total volume of crime in Durham Constabulary’s force area has largely reflected the
national picture. The total volume dipped to its lowest points during the first (Mar-2020) and
third (Jan-2021) national lockdowns.2 After both periods, total volume of crime rose steadily
to typical levels, reaching these in July 2020 and May 2021 respectively.

10.

It is important and pertinent to community safety that when people require a police response,
they can be confident that officers will arrive when they need them.

1
2

All ONS data is the most recent data available, which runs up to March 2020.
Reference point for lockdown timeline: timeline-lockdown-social (instituteforgovernment.org.uk)
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11.

The graph below portrays that the percentage of victims satisfied with arrival time has
remined relatively consistent, despite additional pressures experienced by the police service
over the COVID-19 period.

Percentage Satisfied with Arrival Time (All Crime)
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Q1
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Durham Constabulary
Figure 3: Percentage Satisfied with Arrival Time (All Crime)
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Anti-Social Behaviour
12.

Figure 4 shows that over the COVID-19 period, ASB incident levels have periodically risen to
atypically high levels. Particularly between April and August 2020, where levels reached their
highest point since April 2019. Since that period, we have seen levels steadily reduce and then
increase back up to what we can consider relatively typical from February 2021 onwards.
Anti-Social Behaviour - Durham Constabulary
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Figure 4: Police Recorded Anti-Social Behaviour Incidents over time

13.

Figure 4 displays the overall incident levels involving ASB, there are different sub-categories
within this. For example, alcohol related ASB has played a significant role in increasing the
ASB incident figures over the COVID-19 period.
Road Safety

14.

The number of people killed or seriously injured on our roads can be an important indicator
in helping to answer KPQ1.

15.

Figure 5 displays the number of fatal and seriously injured casualties for Durham’s force area.
The number of serious casualties fell significantly in 2020 compared with 20193, whilst the
3

Forecasting suggests that 2021 levels will increase from 2020 but remain below 2019 levels for serious
collisions.
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number of fatalities remained steady despite the reduced traffic flow attributed to COVID-19
lockdown measures.

Figure 5: Fatal and Serious Casualties (North East Regional Road Safety Resource)

16.

The majority of fatal and serious casualties in 2020 were either car occupants or
pedestrians, this has been the case for a series of years and is set to continue in 2021.

17.

The Roads Policing Unit of Cleveland and Durham Specialist Operations Unit (CDSOU) also
supports a calendar of campaigns throughout the year on top of their continuous policing and
enforcement work. These campaigns currently focus upon; the “fatal 4”, tyre safety and child
road safety awareness.
NPTs

18.

The role of Neighbourhood Policing Teams (NPTs) and PCSOs are fundamental to policing in
Durham Constabulary. This year the NPT has been adapting to the COVID-19 environment
and is planning for neighbourhood policing in a post-Covid world.

19.

PCSO numbers have increased incrementally and a new cohort have been introduced.

20.

Across the rural NPTs there is an appetite to revitalise and invigorate rural communities into
establishing, and leading on, their priorities. A recent peer review has identified best
practice in rural NPTs, relating to; engagement, use of technology and ensuring that the
hard to reach rural communities are included. The aim is to replicate this in those rural
fringes that are on the cusp of urban areas.
KPQ2: How well are we preventing and reducing crime?
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21.

Overall, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue Services (HMICFRS)
has graded Durham Constabulary as ‘Outstanding’ at preventing and reducing crime in four
of the Police effectiveness, efficiency, and legitimacy (PEEL) inspections it has undergone.

Crime Outcomes
22.

Durham Constabulary has a higher proportion of resolved outcomes – where a crime has been
solved by the police – than is the case nationally. In Quarter 1 2021-22 Durham Constabulary
have resolved an average of 16.5% of cases. The national average for cases resolved in
England and Wales (May 2020- Apr-2021) is 14.9%.

23.

The most common crime outcomes Durham Constabulary achieved over the period, May
2020 to April 2021, are (in rank order); evidential difficulties: victim supportive, evidential
difficulties: victim not supportive, charged/ summonsed, and community resolution/
diversionary activity.
Criminal Justice Partnership

24.

Criminal Justice (CJ) is made up of many agencies and partners. Whilst an increase in police
officer numbers is of course welcome, the partnership has raised concerns in relation to the
potential of more crimes being detected and the impact this will have on local delivery of
other CJ services. This will be monitored going forward.

25.

This has been exacerbated with the impact of COVID-19, which has had an unprecedented
effect upon service delivery across the spectrum. These services include; local authorities, the
Crown Prosecution Service, Probation, and the NHS.

26.

During the COVID-19 pandemic the closure of courts and subsequent need for social
distancing has resulted in significant backlogs in the number of cases being heard. Local
partners including the force, CPS, HMCTS, probation, prison and ourselves (as the
commissioner of victim services) have worked tirelessly to manage this situation. The backlog
in the magistrate’s courts has been cleared and there is ongoing work to manage the numbers
in the Crown Court which have reduced but remain significant. The further isolation period
may have an impact on this, although all services are more prepared to manage the situation
going forward and the partnership will continue to work together. Additional funding has
been provided by the MoJ for our victim support services which has further enabled us to
ensure that victims of crime can be helped both remotely and face to face where necessary.
Prevention and Reduction techniques

27.

Durham Constabulary is committed to keeping County Durham and Darlington safe for
residents, businesses, students and visitors alike. A large part of this centres around the work
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of Durham’s Neighbourhood Policing Teams who continuously engage with their local
communities and help to promote public safety.
28.

In addition, the Constabulary’s crime prevention officers offer specific advice about particular
crimes – as well as how individuals and households can help to prevent crime through keeping
their valuables and homes secure. More information can be found on Durham Constabulary’s
website (www.durham.police.uk/Information-and-advice).

29.

Reducing reoffending is the subject of the next report. However, there are a multitude of
projects and schemes which Durham Constabulary work in partnership with, that aim to
reduce reoffending which have the additional impact of improving community safety. For
Example; Community Speedwatch, Checkpoint, electronic tagging, and alcohol ignition
interlocks.

Outcome 2 – Victims and the vulnerable feel supported
KPQ3: How well are victims supported to cope and recover, and engage in criminal justice
processes?
30.

Victims often feel let down by the system because of the way in which they are passed from
one agency to another and are not properly supported. The Durham and Darlington Police
and Crime Commissioners Office work (through the Local Criminal Justice Partnership (LCJP))
to ensure that victims and witnesses are able to cope and recover from their experience –
and, that they can engage with the Criminal Justice System in a positive way.

31.

This work is led and coordinated through the LCJP’s County Durham and Darlington Victim
and Witness Group. The group has a delivery plan mirroring its Strategic Plan on a Page. Below
are the five sections of this delivery plan, with a small update on some of the work ongoing:







Provide co-ordinated, end-to-end care and support for victims and witnesses
First and foremost, this means understanding and identifying current pathways for
victims as a part of ongoing commissioning to reach the right model in support of
victims.
Another continuous part of this section of the delivery plan is ensuring that officers
within the Constabulary have the correct level of understanding and awareness of
victim and witness services. This focuses upon initial contact with the victim of an
offence which is the first critical contact point. As such, part of the work been done
has been to ensure that officers share information about the services available and
refer those who need support.
Effective pathways
In terms of these pathways for victims, the establishment of the Root Cause Analysis
Group (detailed further below) helps the LCJP’s Victim and Witness Group to ensure
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that the services are available and are of good quality. Particularly in relation to the
assessed need and assisting with our commissioning process where there might be
gaps in service.








Victim centred criminal justice system processes
Following pilot work around the proactive offer of restorative justice during the court
process the PCVC has retained this the role of Criminal Justice Victims Liaison Officer.
We have also extended the remit to offer specific support to those victims of crime
whose cases progress into the court system. This team has been increased recently
and will be part of a pilot to improve support at this critical point in the journey.
Performance management
A performance framework group has worked to develop a performance management
framework to enable better monitoring against outcomes and the delivery plan. This
is now in place.
Performance management of PCVC commissioned services includes both quantative
and qualitative measures which are collated alongside police satisfaction levels. The
victims code has recently been updated and the PCVC has responsibility to measure
compliance with this across agencies. This is currently being developed with partners
and will assist with our desire to increase our measurement of qualitative support.
Awareness raising
Work is ongoing to develop a communications plan which seeks to; increase
awareness of all services available to support victims of crime, the referral pathways
to access this, and to ensure improved understanding among partners of one
another’s work.

Victim Care Services
32.

VCAS is commissioned by the PCC for Durham and the PCC for Cleveland. It, alongside other
more specialised services support’s victims to cope and recover from the crime committed
against them. The below graph shows the number, and origin, of referrals received by VCAS
over time.

33.

Figure 6 tells us that, even over the COVID-19 period, referrals made into VCAS via the
police have been gradually increasing. The sharper rises we have seen over the period is
linked to the roll out of the new Sigma system and the increased focus on officers
completing Victim Contact Contracts.
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VCAS referrals sources
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Figure 6: Referrals into VCAS

34.

While VCAS remains the main support service for victims, victims of certain crimes require a
specialised type of support.

35.

Accordingly, some of the specialised services that we either commission or contribute to their
funding include:
 the Rape and Sexual Abuse Counselling Centre (RSACC) – a charity which provides free
and confidential counselling and advice for women and girls who have been raped,
sexually abused, or have suffered domestic abuse;
 the Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC), which offers forensic medical examination,
advice, support, counselling and sexual health screening for people in County Durham
and Darlington who have experienced rape or sexual assault;
 Harbour, which works with families and individuals who are affected by domestic abuse
from a partner, former partner or other family member; and
 the Halo Project Charity, which supports victims with regard to those suffering abuse in
the name of honour and those experiencing forced marriage.
 Hate crime advocacy service HCAS- Evaluation underway this autumn with a view to any
changes to arrangements from September 2020.
 Offer support to victims of road traffic collisions (RTCs) which have happened as a result
of a crime. This is offered to families of, and witnesses to, RTCs, usually coming under
the category of killed or seriously injured (KSI) (but not exclusively).

36.

In terms of these specialised areas, my office works to improve the way victims feel supported
in a number of ways.

37. In June 2021, the the new SARC building in Chester-le-Street was opened, alongside partners
from the Constabulary, local authority representatives, and NHS England. The facility was rePage 9 of 16
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located in March 2020 to increase the accessibility of the centre with the commitment of the
PCC, Constabulary, and other partners to continue to deliver high quality, tailored support for
those affected by rape and sexual violence. The facility has been developed as a safe place for
survivors of rape and sexual assault for residents across County Durham and Darlington to
disclose and seek advice.
38.

With regard to sexual abuse, I have sustained the increase in Independent Sexual Violence
Advocate (ISVA) provision for victims across Durham which is delivered through RSACC.

39.

Tackling and preventing domestic abuse is a priority for me; my office therefore worked with
(all partners/ the Constabulary) on this to develop a ‘The Whole System Approach’ – a
collaborative project across eight police force areas, and one that seeks to transform
domestic abuse services, deliver lasting change, positive outcomes for victims, and
meaningful consequences for perpetrators.

40.

In order to ensure we are providing the most effective service to support victims of Hate
Crime, the OPCVC is currently undergoing an internal review of Hate Crime scrutiny and the
more general strands of work associated with it.

41.

Overall, there is always more work to do to develop the right model in supporting victims;
and that is why the joint work of the LCJP, which oversees the portfolio – and work with other
partners – remains critical.

Victim Satisfaction and Experience
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42.

Figure 7 shows recorded victim satisfaction, which is one of the indicators monitored when
holding the Constabulary to account over their service to victims.

Percentage Satisfied with Whole Experience (All Crime)
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Durham Constabulary
Figure 7: Percentage Satisfied with Whole Experience (All Crime)

43.

There has been a decrease since the last quarter in only one out of six satisfaction categories;
‘Actions taken’. There have been increases in the other five categories; ‘ease of contact’,
‘arrival time’, ‘follow up received’, ‘treatment’, and ‘whole experience’. The satisfaction levels
remain within typical fluctuation patterns.

44.

Understanding the experience of victims needs to be looked at across the whole of the journey
through the CJS, this is carried out by my office in a number of ways– something which goes
beyond measuring victim satisfaction – is important, and is undertaken by my office in a
number of ways.

45.

Firstly, my office works with the Constabulary and others to undertake certain scrutiny work.

46.

For example, the Rape Scrutiny Panel, which was established in line with the North East
Regional Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) Strategy, works with Durham
Constabulary to improve performance in the investigation of rape cases and to improve the
service offered by the police to victims of rape.

47.

Similarly, the Domestic Abuse Scrutiny Panel does the same regarding cases of domestic
violence, looking at cases where there has not been a prosecution.

48.

In addition to this work, the LCJP’s Victim and Witness Group established a working group
which looks to build on anecdotal feedback received from victims in relation to their
experience with the Criminal Justice System. These Root Cause Analysis groups report back
to the Victim and Witness Group on their findings, having identified issues within the current
system, thereby aiding commissioning to drive improvements.
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49.

The Victim and Witness Group also receive detailed and meaningful performance reports
from an analyst working within and alongside my team to understand and measure progress.
KPQ4: How well are vulnerable people supported?

50.

Vulnerable people encompass a wide range of issues and persons; including but not limited
to: alcohol and drugs, mental health, domestic abuse victims, missing from home
individuals, child and adult safeguarding, those who have fallen victim to human trafficking
and modern slavery, and CSAE.

51.

Some of these categories are laid out in more detail below, those which have been omitted
in this section are discussed in depth in other sections of the two respective Quarterly
Performance Reports.
Modern Slavery

52.

Incident reports and crimes relating to Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking (MSHT)
remain low across County Durham and Darlington. Despite this, the Constabulary has a
MSHT action plan which, because of the cross-boundary nature of these crimes, mirrors
regional and national action plans. There is no dedicated MSHT team in the Constabulary,
but it is a standing agenda at high level strategic meetings, where responsibilities to identify
and review the quantity and quality of investigations and intelligence for their area is
emphasised.

53.

As a result of participation in both national and regional MSHT networks, A Modern Slavery
Statement has now been published in partnership with six neighbouring Police Forces and
PCCs outlining the commitment and intended actions in terms of addressing modern slavery
and human trafficking through business activities and supply chains. This will be
underpinned by a local delivery plan currently being reviewed and updated.

54.

Effective collaboration across partner agencies is an essential element of identifying and
addressing MSHT. Subsequently, this issue is a regular and routine agenda item on both
Adult and Children’s Safeguarding Boards. Separately, a Memorandum of Understanding has
been developed and agreed between the Constabulary, Durham County Council and
Darlington Borough Council. This ensures that victims of MSHT are managed within
safeguarding procedures as part of a strategy meeting.

55.

There is currently no designated Victim Reception Centre in County Durham or Darlington.
However, there is future scope to utilise different neighbouring Local Authority area
facilities. Separately, planned operations always have robust engagement from all partners,
in particular the Fire Service, when accommodation is required. Reactive operations have
previously been more problematic but now that cases are discussed in the context of
safeguarding processes, the required partners involved and a Memorandum of
Understanding in place, issues relating to ongoing accommodation have eased.
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Mental Health
56.

A significant number of incidents that the police deal with involve mental ill-health in one way
or another.
Mental Health - Durham Constabulary
July 2019 to June 2021
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Figure 8: Monthly Incidents with a ‘Mental Health’ Qualifier (Durham Constabulary)

57.

Figure 8 displays that since July 2019, incidents with a mental health qualifier have gradually
increased. A slightly sharper rise is seen in March 2020 and rates have since fluctuated at
slightly higher levels than prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.

58.

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic (Mar-2020) incidents with a mental health
qualifier attached have been involved, on average, in 10% of all recorded incidents.

59.

The PCC also promotes referral to Liaison and Diversion (L&D) services. These identify people
who may be vulnerable when they first encounter the Criminal Justice System (CJS). Indeed,
the service can support people into appropriate health or social care.

60.

Community Peer Mentors is a project which aims to reduce the pressure on frontline
emergency services. This is done by engaging with and supporting people who feel they are
vulnerable owing to anti-social behaviour, neighbour disputes, or crime. It engages with those
who make frequent calls, helping reduce the severity and/or frequency of these calls.
Recommendation
That the Panel note the contents of the report and seek any relevant points of clarification.

61.

Joy Allen
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Police and Crime Commissioner
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Appendix: Risks and Implications
Finance
N/A
Staffing
N/A
Equality and Diversity
N/A
Accommodation
N/A
Crime and Disorder
N/A
Children’s Act 2004
N/A
Stakeholder/Community Engagement
N/A
Environment
N/A
Collaboration and Partnerships
N/A
Value for Money and Productivity
N/A
Potential Impact on Police, Crime and Victims’ Plan Priorities
Highlights performance in relation to the Police, Crime and Victims’ Plan.
Commissioning
N/A
Other Risks
N/A
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Contact Officer:
Job Title:
Telephone:
Email:

James Atkinson
Accountability & Scrutiny Officer
0191 375 2001
james.atkinson@durham.pcc.pnn.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 11

Police and Crime Panel
19th July 2021
PCC Decision Records
Report of the Police and Crime and Commissioner

Purpose
1.

To update Panel Members on the Police and Crime Commissioner’s decision register
for 2021-22, and address the forward plan.

Background
2.

Key decisions are made at an Executive Board comprising the PCC, the PCC’s Chief Executive,
the Chief Constable and the Joint Chief Finance Officer. Other officers of the PCC or the
Chief Constable will attend as and when required. On occasion it is necessary to take
decisions outside of this process for reasons of expediency, but all relevant parties are
consulted and informed.

Decision Making Process
3.

All key decisions are supported by a report setting out the decision required, all
relevant factors to be considered, the outcome of any consultation undertaken and
the risks and implications of the course of action being recommended.

4.

An online record is maintained of all key decisions taken by the OPCC. This includes a
link to any documents which are disclosable under FOI. This record includes decisions
taken by the PCC or any person to whom delegated powers have been granted.

5.

The PCC will consider holding public meetings when this will provide a means of
consultation on decisions (i.e. precept consultation) where there is a clear interest in
actively seeking views of the community.

6.

The PCC may choose to delegate powers to any deputy appointed, the statutory
officers or a senior member of police staff.

7.

A record is kept of all decisions made under delegated powers detailing the factors
taken into consideration, including any consultation carried out.

8.

Decisions to be made by the PCC will relate in the main to his statutory functions and
financial responsibilities. A Forward Plan for key decisions to be taken over a 3 month
period will be published on the PCC’s website.

9.

Generally Key decisions are likely to include:
1
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10.

The preparation, drafting and issuing of the Police and Crime Plan
Issuing the precept
Adopting a Medium-Term Financial Plan
Commissioning of Services
Preparation and issue of the Annual Report
Any decision which is of significant public interest or impact either generally or
on a particular locality
Any decision which will incur revenue expenditure in excess of £100,000
Any decision which will incur capital expenditure in excess of £100,000
The approval of or adoption of strategies/policies
Key procurement decisions
Significant changes to the police estate
Allocation of grants

Details of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s Decision Register 2021 can be found
in Appendix 2.

Recommendation
11.

That Panel Members note the contents of the report and ask any questions.

Joy Allen
Police and Crime Commissioner
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Appendix 1: Risks and Implications
Finance
All decisions with financial implications are made with value for money as a key
consideration and are affordable within budgets.
Staffing
n/a
Equality and Diversity
n/a
Accommodation
n/a
Crime and Disorder
n/a
Children’s Act 2004
n/a
Stakeholder/Community Engagement
Consultation with key stakeholders is carried out as appropriate to each decision.
Environment
n/a
Collaboration and Partnerships
Consultation with key partners is carried out as appropriate to each decision.
Value for Money and Productivity
n/a
Potential Impact on Police and Crime Plan Priorities
Decisions will impact directly or indirectly on the pursuit of Police and Crime Plan priorities.
Commissioning
Several decisions relate to commissioning of services.
Other risks
n/a
Contact Officer:
Job Title:
Telephone:
Email:

Stephen White
Chief Executive & Monitoring Officer
0191 3752001
General.EnquiriesPCC@durham.police.uk
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Appendix 2
Key Decisions
(Links to more detailed reports are available on the website)
Decision
Number

Decision
Taker

2021-001

Acting PCC

2021-002

Acting PCC

Details
A review was undertaken in 2020 of the North East
Transformation, Innovation and Collaboration (NETIC) unit.
A decision was made to disband the NETIC team with effect
from 31st March 2021. The Cyber and other existing
collaborations that PCCs and Chief Constables deem
appropriate will be retained.
The Acting PCC approved contributions presented at the
Commissioning Board held on 13th January 2021.
£22,000 contribution
Speedwatch Vehicle.

toward

the

Rural

Communities

£3,050 contribution toward the provision of a male
Independent Sexual Violence Advisor.

2021-003

Acting PCC

2021-004

Acting PCC

£2,000 contribution toward the Sliding Door Project (national
initiative for Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking).
The Office of the Durham Police and Crime Commissioner noted
and approved the procurement methods investigated for the
provision of a National Driver Offending Re-Training Scheme
(NDORS).
The Acting PCC is asked to give approval, based on the financial
needs of the organisation and the public consultation to
propose to the Police and Crime Panel, the increase of the
Police Precept for 2021/22 by 7% , equivalent to £15 per year
or 29p a week for a Band D property. However, as most
properties in County Durham and Darlington are within a
Council Tax Bands A-C, these households would see an increase
in their bill of between 19p-26p per week.
The Panel agreed to this at their meeting on 4th February 2021.

2021-005

Acting PCC

2021-006

Acting PCC

The Acting PCC and the Executive Board have agreed to fulfil
the pledge made to the Police Arboretum Memorial Trust and
will contribute of £20,000 to the Trust decision made at the
Executive Board meeting on 18th February 2021.
As the result of a Section 22 Agreement the Acting PCC
reviewed this agreement and agreed to further fund the
Modern Slavery and Organised Immigration Crime programme
in 2021/22.
4
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2021-007

Acting PCC

2021-008

Acting PCC

The Acting PCC agreed to the proposal that the finalised terms
for land acquisition in relation to the proposed new custody
facility are approved and that solicitors are instructed to
develop contracts. Also, that contract exchange is expedited,
subject to receipt of planning permission, to enable progression
of RIBA Stage 4.
The Acting PCC agreed to the recommendations in the report
and has approved the Medium-Term Financial Plan for 2021/22
to 2024/25 which sets out the key financial issues facing the PCC
over this period.
Options were provided for delivering a balanced budget and
capital programme over the medium term.

2021-009

2021-010

Acting PCC

Acting PCC

Decision was made at an Extraordinary Executive Board held on
25th February 2021.
As a result of work carried out by the Transforming Forensics
Programme, police forces and PCC officers now wish to enter
into a collaboration agreement pursuant to section 22A of the
Police Act 1996 (as amended by the Police Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011) to establish a Forensic Capability
Network (FCN).
A revised Section 22 Agreement in relation to the FCN was
approved and signed by both the Acting PCC and the Chief
Constable of Durham Constabulary.
The Acting PCC approved contributions presented at the
Commissioning Board held on 10th March 2021.
£4,325 contribution to With Youth in Mind Project.
£120,000 OPCVC contribution to the Making Every Adult Matter
(MEAM) Project in East Durham.

2021-011

2021-012

Acting PCC

£30,000 contribution to Project Manager for the Making Every
Adult Matter (MEAM) Project in East Durham.
That the Acting PCC note the Procurement process used to
appoint a supplier for the provision of a National Driver
Offender Re-Training Scheme (NDORS) revision.

The Acting PCC approved the procurement methods
investigated and recommendations put forward by the
Evaluation Team to award the contract to Bidder 2.
Acting PCC & The North East Region of PCCs agreed to the proposed
North East strategic direction of Regional Casualty Bureau arrangements,
counterparts building on existing good practice and progressing the further
establishment of Regional Casualty Bureau arrangements. This
will provide improved national resilience and meet the
requirements of the Strategic Policing Review.
5
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2021-013

PCC

The PCC approved contributions presented at the
Commissioning Board held 5th July 2021.
£2,500 Durham Pride
£1,000 Darlington Pride (in principle)
£3,000 Keep in the Know

Forward Plan
•

Covid-19 Recovery

•

Commissioning and Grant Funding for 2022/23
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Agenda Item 12

Police and Crime Panel
19th July 2021
PCC Commissioning Update

Report of the Police and Crime and Commissioner

Purpose
1.

To update Panel Members of funding committed to PCC strategic commissioning
activities in the financial year 2021/22.

2.

To provide Panel Members with a summary of PCC strategic commissioning funding by
theme and strategic budget in 2020/21.

Commissioning Board Decisions
3.

The funding for 2021/22 is not fully allocated, with over £250,000 being available for
the elected Police and Crime Commissioner to support delivery of their strategic
themes. The Commissioning Board took the view that funding flexibility was needed to
enable the Commissioner to be able to commit to new collaborative and/or
independent projects.

4.

The following table outlines the funding decisions taken by the PCC commissioning
Board to support strategic priorities in 2021/22.
Theme

Domestic
Abuse Support
Uplift

Organisation

Aspire
Community Peer
Mentors
Cornforth
Partnership
Crime Stoppers
(regional
organisation)
Durham Pride

Project Description

PCVC
Strategic
Budgets

Address increased referral numbers and
complex needs
Funding requested to pay for staff overtime
and associated on-costs
Respond to increase in referrals and reduce
lengthy waiting list
Campaign work to encourage reporting of
DA and signpost to support

£20,000

Continue to deliver tailored support to
LGBTQ communities

£27,000

£20,000
£11,246
£6,500
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Theme

Organisation

Safer
Communities

PCVC
Strategic
Budgets

Foundation

Continuation of provision for Trauma
Informed Counselling, Enhanced suicide
prevention and Mental Health First Aid
Training for existing and new DAN staff

£8,665

HALO

Maintain additional remote support and
address increase in referrals
Maintain delivery of support to increasing
number of referrals and inlcude counselling
support for increase in number presenting
with mental health needs

£7,000

Harbour

Hate Crime
Prevention

Project Description

£29,548

Just for Women
Centre

Increase number of counselling and
therapeutic interventions to address
increased referrals

£22,000

Man Kind (national
organisation)
VCAS

Deliver tailored support to male victims of
DA
Maintain current provision of Domestic
Abuse Worker in Control Room
Hate Crime Advocacy support service for
victims of crime
Anti-Racism Education to children in primary
and junior schools in County Durham and
Darlington

£10,000

700 Club

Contribution of 50% towards Trailblazer
Project (Intervention Workers) in equal
partnership with Darlington Council

£69,000

Age UK Darlington

Contribution to shared premises costs at
Unit 34, Corn Mill Centre, Darlington
Smart Tags to assist monitoring of offenders
in the community
OPCVC Contribution to Darlington Public
Service Executive Group (includes OPCVC,
Police, Fire, Council, Health, Education)

Darlington against
Disability
Show Racism the
Red Card

Buddi
Darlington Council

Durham County
Council
Durham County
Council

Contribution to the Making Every Adult
Matter (MEAM) Project in East Durham
Contribution to Project Manager for the
Making Every Adult Matter (MEAM) Project
in East Durham

Durham County
Council
Restorative Hub

OPCVC contribution to Cardiff Model
Software costs
Community Mediation Service to reduce the
escalation of neighbour disputes by resolving
issues and brokering a shared understanding

Safer Communities

Community Peer Mentors support service to
the vulnerable and isolated members of the
community, and those wiith multiple and
complex needs

£26,380
£6,000
£18,000

£2,000
£23,625
£15,000

£120,000
£30,000

£6,000
£60,000

£207,000
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Theme

Sexual Violence
Support Uplift

Small
Voluntary and
Community
Sector
Organisations
(VCSO)

Organisation

Support for men and women involved in sex
work, survival sex and those vulnerable or
exposed to sexual exploitation (Aged 16+)

£40,000

Darlington MIND
RSACC
Darlington Council

Additional Counselling
Additional Counselling
OPCVC contribution to Darlington Cares to
support voluntary sector organisations
Mini Police Project

£4,290
£43,664
£1,000

Provide a central point for advice and
guidance to the voluntary sector and training
for our volunteers

£10,000

Restorative Practitioner Secondment
Service to help victims cope and recover
from the impact of a crime
Service for victims of crime to be referred to
for a needs assessment and onward referral
for specific support / and supporting victims
on a journey through the Criminal Justice
System
IDVA & Outreach
MATAC Navigators

£21,000
£56,300

Durham Agency
Against Crime
Durham Community
Action
Darlington Council
Restorative Hub

Victims of
Crime

Safer Communities

Victims of
Domestic
Abuse

Darlington Council
Durham
Constabulary
Durham OPCVC
HALO
Harbour

Victims of
Durham OPCVC
Sexual
Violence/Abuse RSACC
RSACC
Darlington Council

Durham County
Council
Total Funding Committed

5.

PCVC
Strategic
Budgets

Changing Lives

Victim Initiated
Restorative
Justice

Youth
Offending
Service

Project Description

OPCVC contribution to Multi Agency Risk
Assessment Conferences (MARAC)
Support Service for victims of Forced
Marriage, HBV/FGM
IDVA and Court Support services for victims
of domestic abuse
OPCVC contribution to the Durham Sexual
Assault Rererral Centre
Child/Adult ISVA services for victims of
sexual abuse
Counselling Support services for victims of
sexual abuse
OPCVC Contribution to Youth Justice Service
(Operational and Victim Support)
OPCVC Contribution to Youth Justice Service
(Operational and Victim Support)

£24,000

£351,398

£48,800
£60,000
£17,200
£22,500
£255,453
£23,500
£174,240
£41,500
£122,300
£264,325
£2,326,434

The following table outlines the PCC strategic commissioning funding by theme and
strategic budget in 2020/21.
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Theme

Community Peer Mentors
Community Signposting
Demand Management
Hate Crime Prevention
Safer Communities
Safer Roads
Safer Streets
Supporting VCS
Organisations
Unallocated Funding
Victim Initiated
Restorative Justice
Victims of Crime
Victims of Domestic Abuse
Victims of Sexual
Violence/Abuse
Vulnerability Prevention
Youth Offending Service
Grand Total
MoJ Victims Monies
COVID Emergency
Grant
OPCC Durham
Home Office
NHS England
Grand Total

Community
COVID
Reducing
Safety &
Emergency Reoffending
Prevention
Funding
£180,000
£2,000
£52,000
£20,500
£15,000
£130,225
£30,500
£934,222

Victims'
Services

Grand
Total

£30,000

£180,000
£2,000
£52,000
£50,500
£145,225
£30,500
£934,222

£157,250

£157,250
£9,149

£94,602
£423,408

£77,776
£334,012
£20,000 £225,000

£102,083

£3,050 £266,913

£69,000
£1,555,074

£525,491

£525,491
£695,796
£859,278
£1,555,074

£525,491

£172,378
£334,012
£668,408

£372,046
£69,000
£382,300
£382,300
£535,575 £933,701 £3,558,990
£869,085
£869,085
£525,491
£535,575 £22,620 £1,263,140
£859,278
£41,996
£41,996
£535,575 £933,701 £3,558,990

Recommendation
6.

To consider the report and provide any comments and questions.
Charles Oakley
Head of Governance & Finance
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Appendix 1: Risks and Implications
Finance
All funding decisions are reflected in the OPCVC 2021/22 budgets.
Staffing
n/a
Equality and Diversity
n/a
Accommodation
n/a
Crime and Disorder
Many of the projects are aimed at reducing crime and disorder.
Children’s Act 2004
n/a
Stakeholder/Community Engagement
Information about the PCVC’s funding streams is set out in the Police, Crime and Victims’ Plan.
Environment
n/a
Collaboration and Partnerships
n/a
Value for Money and Productivity
Value for Money is a key consideration in the allocation of all funding.
Potential Impact on Police and Crime Plan Priorities
All funding is expected to have a positive impact on priorities.
Commissioning
As per the report.
Other risks
n/a
Contact Officer:
Job Title:
Telephone:
Email:

Charles Oakley
Head of Governance & Finance
0191 375 2001
charles.oakley@durham-pcc.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 13

Police and Crime Panel
19th July 2021
HMICFRS inspections
Report of the Police and Crime Commissioner
__________________________________________________________________
Purpose
1.

To brief the Police and Crime Panel on the findings of the recent inspections/ report by HM
Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS) that have required a
PCC comment, listed below:


An inspection of how effectively the police deal with protests



The police response to the coronavirus pandemic during 2020/ Custody services in
a COVID-19 environment



Review of policing domestic abuse during the pandemic- 2021



Report on Hestia’s super-complaint on the police response to victims of modern
slavery

Individual inspections and findings
An inspection of how effectively the police deal with protests
2.

The inspection’s overarching findings are as follows:


Ensuring that police forces consider the levels of disruption or disorder above
which enforcement action will be considered;



Improving the way that police assess the impact of protests, to help them
understand fully the impact on local residents, visitors to the area, businesses, and
the critical infrastructure;



Improving the quality of police intelligence on protests, particularly intelligence
about those who seek to bring about political or social change in a way that
involves unlawful behaviour or criminality;



Supporting forces to use live facial recognition technology in a way that improves
police efficiency and effectiveness, while addressing public concerns about the use
of such technology; and



Equipping police commanders with up to date, accessible guidance, and a greater
understanding of human rights law.
1
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3.

The inspection report details national themes. Durham Constabulary currently adhere to all
national guidance and regulations regarding the policing of protests. There is also a
command dedicated to strategic policing requirements and organisational resilience.
The police response to the coronavirus pandemic during 2020/ Custody services in a
COVID-19 environment

4.

5.

The inspection’s overarching findings are as follows:


Forces must immediately make sure that police officers understand and correctly
implement guidance for managing registered sex offenders during the pandemic;



Forces must immediately ensure they are following self-isolation guidance when
staff come into contact with someone with coronavirus symptoms; and



Within six months, forces must assess the sustainability of any temporary measures
made during the pandemic that change the way they work.

Durham Constabulary were one of the forces inspected and feedback and findings have
been positive.
Review of policing domestic abuse during the pandemic- 2021

6.

7.

The inspection’s overarching findings are as follows:


immediately review why so many domestic abuse cases are discontinued, and
whether more can be done to support victims who are particularly vulnerable;



ensure that domestic abuse victims who are waiting for court hearings are
safeguarded and can continue to access support;



work with partners and domestic abuse victims to understand why many victims
choose not to report to the police, and to breakdown barriers to reporting; and



ensure that new practices adopted during the pandemic, such as online contact with
victims, are properly monitored for quality and safety.

Durham Constabulary work closely with the OPCC on victim care for victims of domestic
abuse. A range of mechanisms are, and have been in place, since the beginning of the
COVID-19 pandemic, which enable the OPCC to monitor the response by both the Police and
our commissioned service providers in relation to domestic abuse. Returns are also being
submitted to the Ministry of Justice on a regular basis in respect of any issues being
experienced by our commissioned services. Additionally, the Domestic Abuse Best Practice
framework works to address disengagement, vulnerability, and evidence led prosecutions.
There has also been an increase in the number of Independent Domestic Violence Advisors
and additional remote evidence link capability which has increased accessibility for victims.
2
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Report on Hestia’s super-complaint on the police response to victims of modern slavery
8.

9.

The report’s overarching findings are as follows:


ensure staff have access to training and specialist knowledge, and understand victim
support arrangements;



allocate modern slavery investigations to teams and individuals with the right skills
and experience; and



work together with police and crime commissioners to understand what support
victims of modern slavery need.

Durham Constabulary are working to provide further assurance on the topics raised in the
report. There are a series of work strands ongoing and while the numbers of Modern
Slavery Human Trafficking victims are small, the importance to support and investigate is
acknowledged. The Force continue to work closely with the PCC on these issues and awaits
further national guidance which will further facilitate addressing issues.
General comment on inspection reports

10.

We take all Recommendations and areas for improvement seriously. I am confident that these
are being dealt with appropriately, with the aim to improve methods of working and the
effectiveness and efficiency of Durham Constabulary. Where the Force may operate
differently to some recommendations, I am satisfied that there is a strong rationale behind
doing so.

11.

Please find below the following link which will direct you to the Section 55 responses
presented to HMICFRS by the Acting Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner for Darlington
and Durham: HMICFRS Inspections | Durham Police, Crime & Victims' Commissioner
(durham-pcc.gov.uk)
These will provide members of the Panel with all of the associated Durham Constabulary
updates in relation to HMICFRS reports.
Proposed inspection programme and 2021/22 consultation

12.

HMICFRS currently have a proposed inspection programme and are now out to consultation
for scoping the next set of thematic inspections.

13.

Some elements of planned thematic inspections for 2019/20 may be integrated into the PEEL
all-force inspection programme; some may also be included in the Criminal Justice Joint
Inspection Plan. It is important to note that thematic inspections are still an essential part of
the programme of work and will continue to take place alongside the new model integrated
PEEL inspections.

3
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2021/22 proposed thematic inspection focuses:







Rape;
Domestic abuse;
Digital Forensics;
Advancing Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion in policing;
Ethnic Disproportionality in the Criminal Justice System; and
Serious Youth Violence.

14.

At the time of writing there are no confirmed thematic inspections for Durham Constabulary.

15.

The Force is currently undergoing an integrated PEEL assessment.

16.

HMICFRS will also continue their rolling programmes on child protection, Youth Offending
Teams, and crime data integrity. Crime data integrity inspections assess whether police forces
record and categorise crimes correctly. This current programme of inspection is due to finish
this financial year.
Changes to HMICFRS methodology

17.

HMICFRS have changed the methodology of the PEEL inspections to move to a rolling
programme of force inspections rather than an annual publication for every force. The intent
is that forces will be inspected in groups of 3 forces at a time with a corresponding rolling
programme of publications.

18.

HMICFRS will be using a continuous assessment methodology and referral to the Force
Management Statement to gather evidence and insight about the force.

19.

Durham is in the first inspection group following a group of 3 pilot forces. As part of this
process, all pillars of PEEL (Effectiveness, Efficiency, Legitimacy and Leadership) will be
assessed in one integrated inspection and covered as considerations in each of 12 specific
question areas (see Appendix 1 below). The 12 questions are grouped into 3 areas of
Organisational, Operational and Public Service.

20.

A grading will be given to each question individually as part of the assessment with no single
grading. HMICFRS have also moved to a 5-point grading system from a 4-point scale:






Outstanding
Good
Fair
Requires Improvement
Inadequate

Recommendations
21.

That the Panel notes the content of the inspection report.
4
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Appendix 1: Risks and Implications
Finance
N/A
Staffing
N/A
Equality and Diversity
N/A
Accommodation
N/A
Crime and Disorder
N/A
Children's Act 2004
N/A
Stakeholder/Community Engagement
N/A
Environment
N/A
Collaboration and Partnerships
There will be a renewed focus upon ensuring collaborations are working as effectively as
possible and in line with national guidance measures.
Value for Money and Productivity
N/A
Potential Impact on Police and Crime Plan Priorities
The emergence of Covid-19 and its impacts upon policing will have an impact upon future
Police and Crime Plan priorities.
Commissioning
N/A
Other risks
N/A

Contact Officer:
Job Title:
Telephone:
Email:

James Atkinson
Accountability and Scrutiny Officer
0191-375-2001
James.atkinson@durham.pcc.pnn.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 14

Durham Police and Crime Panel
19 July 2021
Complaints Update

Report of Helen Lynch, Monitoring Officer and Clerk to the Police
and Crime Panel
1

Purpose of the Report

1.1

To update members of the implementation on the procedure for
handling complaints relating to the Police, Crime and Victims
Commissioner (PCVC) or the Deputy Police, Crime and Victims
Commissioner (where appointed).

1.2

To update members on number of formal complaints received since the
last meeting.

2

Executive Summary

2.1

On 16 October 2020 the Police and Crime Panel approved an update to
the procedure for handling complaints relating to the PCVC or the
Deputy PCVC. In addition to this the Police and Crime Panel agreed to
receive at each regular meeting an update on the number of formal
complaints received including those which may have been rejected
without consideration by the Panel in accordance with the procedure.

3

Recommendation

3.1

The Panel are asked to note the report.
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4

Complaints Procedure

4.1

The Police and Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 sets out the
role and responsibility of Panels, this includes handling complaints
relating to the Police and Crime Commissioner and their Deputy where
appointed.

4.2

The Police and Crime Panel on 16 October 2020 reviewed and agreed
an update to the procedure for dealing with complaints and conduct
matters about the PCVC and their Deputy. The updates to the
procedure were made following recommendations of the Local
Government Association (LGA) on the best practice for complaints
handling.

4.3

Following the approval by the Panel to adopt the updated procedure,
the procedure took effect for all complaints received after 16 October
2020. A copy of the updated procedure is available on the Durham
County Council website and is also available on request.

4.4

The formatting of the procedure has been altered for presentation on
the Durham County Council website to ensure that this complies with
current accessibility laws. This has been altered to ensure that the
procedure is accessible to those who use assistive technology such as
screen readers.

5

Complaints Update

5.1

The Panel have delegated responsibility to the Monitoring Officer to the
Police and Crime Victims Commissioners Office for the initial receipt of
complaints, and referral to the Panel, if there appears to be any
substance in it. There may be instances where a complaint is not
presented to the Panel such as withdrawn complaints or those which
are outside of the policy to be considered.

5.2

In order to promote transparency and ensure effective scrutiny it was
agreed on 16 October 2020 that the Panel would receive a report at
each regular meeting on formal complaints received relating to the
PCVC, including those which have not been presented to the Panel.

5.3

Between 3 March 2021 and 9 July 2021 there have been no formal
complaints received in accordance with the procedure.

Background Papers
None
Contact:
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Kamila Coulson-Patel

Tel: 03000 269674

Appendix 1
Legal Implications
The Elected Local Policing Bodies (Complaints and Misconduct) Regulations
2012 set out the functions of police and crime panels in relation to the
handling of complaints concerning the conduct of police and crime
commissioners, and provide for local arrangements to be made in order to
resolve complaints.
Finance
None specific for this report.
Consultation
None specific for this report.
Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty
None specific for this report.
Climate Change
None specific for this report.
Human Rights
None specific for this report.
Crime and Disorder
None specific for this report.
Staffing
None specific for this report.
Accommodation
None specific for this report.
Risk
None specific for this report.
Procurement
None specific for this report.
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Agenda Item 15

Durham Police and Crime Panel
19 July 2021
Police and Crime Panel Annual Report
2020/21 and Work Programme 2021/22

Report of Helen Lynch, Head of Legal and Democratic Services
Electoral division(s) affected:
None

Purpose of the Report
1

To present the Durham Police and Crime Panel Annual report 2020/21
and consider development of the Panel’s Work Programme for 2021/22.

Executive summary
2

The Panel’s Annual report provides details of activity undertaken by the
Panel in 2020/21 and development of a work programme for 2021/22 in
accordance with the panel’s arrangements and requirements within the
Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011.

Recommendation
3

The Police and Crime Panel are asked to
(a)

Endorse the Durham Police and Crime Panel Annual Report
2020/21 as attached in appendix 2, and

(b)

To provide comment on development of the panel’s work
programme for 2021/22

(c)

Agree that a report on the panel’s work programme for 2021/22
be presented to the panel’s next meeting.
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Background
4

The Durham Police and Crime Panel Annual Report presents the
Panel’s activity during 2020/21. The report, attached in Appendix 2
provides detail on the role and responsibilities of the Police, Crime and
Victims’ Commissioner (PCVC), the Police and Crime Panel, the
Panel’s Membership, activity through panel meetings, panel
development, complaints, engagement with public and the Office of the
PCVC and panel support. It is to note that the Annual Report is to be
submitted to the Home Office as an element of the Panel’s Grant
Agreement by the 31 July 2021.

5

In summary, 2020/21 has been another challenging and unprecedented
year for the Panel. The impact of coronavirus restrictions and
regulations within the Coronavirus Act 2020 required the panel to be
flexible and accommodate new ways of working, this included
successfully holding all its meetings through a virtual platform.

6

During this period, the Panel has continued to deliver its work
programme and duties within the Police, Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011. Panel activity has included a confirmation
hearing, consideration of the Acting Police Crime and Victims’
Commissioner’s (PCVC) annual report, precept and delivery of priorities
within the PCVC Plan.

7

The Panel has also held two development sessions, were represented
at the LGA’s webinar in September 2020 and provided an overview of
our role to students at Darlington College in December 2020.

8

The Coronavirus Act also postponed PCC elections in May 2020, this
enabled the Acting PCVC, Steve White to continue within the role until
the election was held in May 2021 and Joy Allen was elected as the
Durham Police and Crime Commissioner.

Work Programme 2021/22
9

The Panel’s rules of procedure state that the PCP will be responsible for
setting its own work programme taking into account the priorities
defined by the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) within the context
of the Police and Crime Plan and Annual Report. The work programme
must also include the functions described in the terms of reference for
the panel.

10

The work programme will enable the PCP to plan and focus on how it
will effectively provide challenge to the PCC and deliver its
responsibilities within the context of the terms of reference and rules of
procedure namely:
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11

(a)

Review and comment on the Draft Police and Crime Plan and
Precept

(b)

Reviewing the PCC’s Annual Report

(c)

Holding confirmation hearings following a proposed appointment
by the PCC to the posts of Chief Constable, Deputy Police and
Crime Commissioner, Chief Executive Officer and Chief Finance
Officer within the Commissioner’s Office.

In addition, the Panel’s meetings have included the following areas as
standard agenda items:
(a)

Media Articles

(b)

PCC Quarterly Performance Report

(c)

PCC Commissioning Activity

(d)

PCC Decisions

(e)

HMICFRS Inspection Reports

12

The Panel can also establish ‘Sub Committees and Task Groups’ to
undertake specific task based work on issues it deems necessary in line
with its remit.

13

In addition, in March 2021, the Home Office announced initial
recommendations from Stage 1 of their review of PCCs that included
mandating the appointment of deputy PCCs and to also undertake
public consultation to mandate the transfer of Fire and Rescue Authority
functions to PCCs in England. This will be part of a Fire Reform White
Paper and is scheduled to be launched in 2021. It is suggested that
progress on these areas be included within the Panel’s work
programme for 2021/22.

14

Panel Members are also asked to identify any potential areas for
consideration within the work programme. It is to note that legislation
expired in May 2021 for remote meetings and for compliance with
COVID regulations, arrangements for future panel meeting dates are to
be confirmed. The work programme is therefore to be flexible to
manage this impact and that an update report on development of the
work programme be presented to the panel’s next meeting. .

Main implications
Crime & Disorder
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15

Activity within the Panel’s Annual report and work programme aims to
contribute to reducing crime and disorder within County Durham &
Darlington.

Conclusion
16

The Annual report provides Members with an overview of activity
undertaken by the panel during 2020/21 and development of the panel’s
work programme for 2021/22.

Background papers


None

Other useful documents

Contact:
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None
Kamila Coulson-Patel

Tel: 03000 269674

Jonathan Slee

Tel: 03000 268142

Appendix 1: Implications
Legal Implications
The Panel’s Annual Report includes Panel activity in accordance with the
Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 and requirements within the
Home Office Grant Agreement 2020/21.
The Panel’s work programme is to be delivered in accordance with the Police
Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011

Finance
The Panel’s Annual report includes panel support within the Home Office
Grant Agreement and activity through precept consultation and consideration
of the Acting PCVC’s precept
The Panel’s work programme includes precept consultation and consideration
of the Acting PCVC’s precept.

Consultation
None.

Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty
None

Climate Change
None.

Human Rights
None

Crime and Disorder
This is a key focus of the role of the Police and Crime Commissioner and
Police and Crime Panel.

Staffing
None

Accommodation
None

Risk
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None

Procurement
None.
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Appendix 2: Durham Police and Crime Panel Annual Report
2020/21

Durham
Police and Crime Panel
Annual Report 2020/21
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Chair’s Foreword
Welcome to the Durham Police and Crime Panel
Annual Report for 2020/21 and provides detail
on our activity throughout the past year.
In summary, 2020/21 has been another
challenging and unprecedented year for the
Panel. The impact of coronavirus restrictions
and regulations within the Coronavirus Act 2020
required the panel to be flexible and
accommodate new ways of working, this
included holding all its meetings through a virtual platform.
During this period, the panel’s activity has included a confirmation hearing,
consideration of the Acting Police Crime and Victims’ Commissioner’s (PCVC)
annual report, precept and delivery of priorities within the PCVC Plan. The
Panel has also held two development sessions, were represented at the
LGA’s webinar in September 2020 and provided an overview of our role to
students at Darlington College in December 2020.
The Act also postponed PCC elections in May 2020 and enabled the Acting
PCVC, Steve White to continue within the role until the election was held in
May 2021 and Joy Allen was elected as the Durham Police and Crime
Commissioner. I would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of panel
members to thank Steve for undertaking this role during this challenging time
and we look forward to working with Joy as the newly elected PCC.
Within these challenging times, the Panel has continued to deliver its work
programme and duties within the Police, Reform and Social Responsibility Act
2011. Looking ahead to 2021/22, in addition to responsibilities within the Act,
the panel’s work programme will also include outcomes of the Home Office
Review of PCCs that includes consultation on governance of fire services to
be a responsibility of PCCs.
To conclude, I would like to thank the office of the Durham PCVC for their
continued support and to all Panel and substitute Members for their valued
and dedicated commitment to the work of the Durham Police and Crime
Panel.

Cllr Lucy Hovvels MBE
Chair of Durham Police and Crime Panel 2020/21
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Background
The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 introduced
arrangements for elected Police and Crime Commissioners who are to be the
voice of the people and have responsibility for holding their chief constable to
account for policing in their force area. The Act also required the
establishment of a Police and Crime Panels who are required to scrutinise and
support the work of the Police and Crime Commissioner.
Elections for Police and Crime Commissioners take place every four years.
The first election in November 2012 elected Mr Ron Hogg as the Durham
Police and Crime Commissioner and following re-election in May 2016, Mr
Hogg included victims within his title to be known as the Durham Police, Crime
and Victims’ Commissioner (PCVC).
Sadly, in December 2019, Mr Hogg passed away following a short illness.
Prior to the passing of Mr Hogg, Steve White, Chief Executive, Office of the
Durham PCVC, was appointed into the role of acting PCVC in September
2019, by the Police and Crime Panel.
Elections for Police and Crime Commissioners were scheduled to take place
in May 2020. Following the outbreak of coronavirus, the government
announced in March 2020 that the elections for the Police and Crime
Commissioners in May 2020 were postponed and was subsequently held in
May 2021 and elected Joy Allen as the Durham PCC.
Legislation for this announcement was included within the Coronavirus Act
2020 and enabled Steve White to continue as Acting PCVC until the election
was held. The Act also provided legislation for Police and Crime Panel
meetings to be held via a virtual platform to which all panel meetings during
2020/21 were held on Microsoft Teams and broadcasted live on youtube. This
legislation expired on 6 May 2021 and with current legislation, the panel will
be required to return to in person meetings during 2021/22.
In March 2021, the Home Office announced initial recommendations from
Stage 1 of their review of PCCs that included mandating the appointment of
deputy PCCs to ensure continuity in unforeseen circumstances. The
announcement stated that the government will also undertake public
consultation to mandate the transfer of Fire and Rescue Authority functions to
PCCs in England. This will be part of a Fire Reform White Paper and is
scheduled to be launched in 2021.
These announcements will be included within the Panel’s activity and work
programme for 2021/22.
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Police, Crime and
Victims’ Commissioner
The role of the PCVC is to be the voice of
the people and hold the police to account.
They are responsible for the totality of
policing.
The PCVC is elected by the public to hold the Chief Constable and the force
to account, thus making the police answerable to the communities they serve.
The PCVC is to ensure community needs are met as effectively as possible
and are improving local relationships through building confidence and
restoring trust. The PCVC works in partnership across a range of agencies at
local and national level to ensure there is a unified approach to preventing and
reducing crime.
The PCVC has the mandate for ensuring the effectiveness and efficiency of
policing services across County Durham and Darlington. As well as holding
the Chief Constable to account on behalf of local people, the role will also
involves:
 represent and engage with all those who live and work in the force area,
including the vulnerable and victims;
 set the police and crime objectives for their area through a police and
crime plan;
 set the force budget and determine the precept;
 appoint the Chief Constable, hold them to account for running the force,
and if necessary dismiss them;
 contribute to the national and international policing capabilities set out
by the Home Secretary; and
 bring together community safety and criminal justice partners, to make
sure local priorities are joined up
 Publishing an Annual Report;
 Securing the maintenance of an efficient and effective police force for
the area;
 Responsibility for holding community safety budgets and commissioning
services
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Police and Crime Panels
The Durham PCVC and Constabulary area
covers the local authorities of Durham County
Council and Darlington Borough Council. The
Police and Social Responsibility Act 2011
required the two constituent authorities within
Durham Constabulary area have a statutory
duty to create a Police and Crime Panel.
This led to the establishment of the Durham Police and Crime Panel holding
its inaugural meeting in October 2012 and the Panel is hosted by Durham
County Council. A web page containing information on the panel including the
panel arrangements can be accessed from the following link:
https://www.durham.gov.uk/policeandcrimepanel
The Panel’s membership consists of 10 elected members for the constituent
authorities and two co-opted independent members.
The Durham Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner is held to account by
the Durham Police and Crime Panel. The role of the Durham Police and Crime
Panel is to provide scrutiny of the Commissioner, but also has decision
making powers and are also required to provide support to the PCVC in
pursuit of objectives within the Police, Crime and Victims Plan.
Within the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act, the Panel’s key
responsibilities are:
 to review the draft Police and Crime Plan;
 to publicly scrutinise the Police and Crime Commissioner’s (PCC's)
Annual Report;
 to review and scrutinise decisions and actions by the PCC;
 to review the PCC's proposed precept levels;
 to review the PCC’s Conduct;
 to review and confirm the PCC’s proposed appointments of Chief
Constable, Chief Executive, Chief Finance Officer, and Deputy Police
and Crime Commissioner
The Act also includes procedures and processes for undertaking the above
responsibilities and the panel are required to publish reports following
reviewing the PCC’s Annual report, police, crime and victims’ plan, precept
and confirmation hearings. The panel also has a power of veto on the PCC’s
precept and proposed appointment of Chief Constable.
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Panel Membership
The Panel is politically balanced and consists of 12 members, seven elected
members from Durham County Council, three elected members from
Darlington Borough Council and two independent co-opted members. In
addition, each elected Member has a nominated substitute member. The
Panel’s Membership for 2020/21 is illustrated in the following table with their
nominated substitute members listed in underneath.
Durham County
Council

Darlington Borough
Council

Cllr D Boyes
(Cllr H Liddle)
Cllr P Crathorne
(Cllr H Smith)
Cllr L Hovvels (Chair)
(Cllr A Laing)
Cllr J Nicholson
(Cllr A Shield)
Cllr S Quinn
(Cllr K Hopper)
Cllr A Savoury
(Cllr A Bell)
Cllr M Simmons
(Cllr E Brown)

Cllr J Dulston
Mr NJH Cooke
(Cllr Jamie Bartch)
Cllr B Jones (Vice Chair) Mr DKG Dodwell
(Cllr R Mills)
Cllr N Wallis
(Cllr E Heslop)
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Independent CoOpted Members

Police and Crime Panel Activity 2020/21
This is section highlights the Panel’s activity in relation to:





Panel Meetings
Panel Development
Complaints
Engagement with public and Office of the PCVC

Panel meetings
Coronavirus Act 2020
Section 78 of the Coronavirus Act 2020 included the provision for persons to attend,
speak, vote and participate in panel meetings without all of the persons, or without
any of the persons, being together in the same place. Significant work was
undertaken to develop governance arrangements, IT capability and Members
training was undertaken to ensure this provision could be achieved. In accordance
with the Act, all panel meetings during 2020/21 were held through a virtual platform
(Microsoft Teams) and broadcasted live on youtube.

15 June 2020 – Microsoft Teams
 Proposed Appointment of Temporary Chief Executive for the Office of
the Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner
Link to agenda and minutes
https://democracy.durham.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=872&MId=1235
3&Ver=4
16 October 2020 – Microsoft Teams








Media Report
Police Crime and Victims’ Commissioner Annual Report
Quarterly Performance Report
Commissioning Update
PCVC Decision Records
HMICFRS Inspections
Police and Crime Panel Annual Report 2019/20 and Work Programme
2020/21
 Review of Complaints Procedure
 Concerning complaints about the Acting PCVC
Link to agenda and minutes
https://democracy.durham.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=872&MId=1217
2&Ver=4
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4 February 2021 – Microsoft Teams









Media Articles
PCVC Proposed Precept 2021/22
Quarterly Performance Report
Commissioning Activity
APCVC Decisions
Joint Audit Committee Report
Complaints Update
HMICFRS Inspection reports

Link to agenda and minutes
https://democracy.durham.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=872&MId=1217
4&Ver=4
12 March 2021 – Microsoft Teams
 Media Report
 2021/22 Revenue and Capital Budgets
 Office of the PCVC Restructure
 Delivery of Priorities in the Police, Crime and Victims Plan 2018-21
 Quarterly Performance Report
 APCVC Decisions
 HMICFRS Inspections
 Complaints Update
Link to agenda and minutes
https://democracy.durham.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=872&MId=1217
5&Ver=4

Panel Development
Centralised Custody Suite – 19 November 2020
Following consideration of the agenda item on PCVC Decisions at the Panel’s
meeting in October 2020, the panel requested further information on the
proposed development of centralised custody suite. The session held on 19
November 2020, with the Acting PCVC, Chief Constable and Assistant Chief
Officer enabled panel members to have a greater insight to the proposal and
how this contributes to Force’s Estates Strategy.
Checkpoint, Crime Recording and Force Control Room – 5 March 2021
At its meeting in February 2021, the panel requested to receive information on
Checkpoint and Crime Recording. In addition, during consideration of the
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precept report, the Office of the PCVC offered to provide further information
on the Force Control Room to panel members
On 5 March 2021, the Panel held a briefing session on Reducing re-offending
through the checkpoint programme, crime recording and Force Control Room.
The session was supported by the Office of the PCVC and officers from
Durham Constabulary and enabled Panel Members to have an increased
knowledge of these areas and how they contribute to both priorities within the
Police and Crime Plan and commitments that were provided within the precept
report.

LGA Webinar – 22 September 2020
The panel was represented at the LGA webinar held on 22 September 2020.
The webinar provided knowledge that included Police Complaints and
Discipline Reforms and an overview presentation from the Association of
Police and Crime Commissioners on key priorities, constructive working and
key messages on panels for the Home Office PCC review.

Complaints
The Panel has responsibilities within the Elected Local Policing Bodies (Complaints
and Misconduct) Regulations 2012 to record and consider non-criminal complaints
made against the PCVC.
At its meeting in October the Panel, agreed a revised complaints procedure and
requested that a report on complaints received would be presented as a standard
item at each panel meeting.
During 2020/21 the Panel considered four complaints against the Acting PCVC
which were considered collectively as they largely related to the same facts. The
Panel resolved that there was no wrongdoing on the part of the acting PCVC and
recommended no further action in respect of the complaints. The Panel determined
that it would be disproportionate for the complaints to be made subject to publication
given the outcome of no further action.
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Engagement with the work of the Panel by members of the
public and the Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner
for Durham Constabulary
Activity from Police and Crime Panel meetings has received coverage within
local newspapers and their websites. The following are outcomes of promotion
of the panel’s activity:
 A press release from the PCP following appointment of the Acting Chief
Executive in June 2020. The press release was posted on social media
through facebook and twitter, to which there were 3,150 impressions on
twitter and reached 9,371 people on facebook. The press release was
also published on local media websites including the Hartlepool Mail
and Sunderland Echo.
 A press release following consideration of the Acting PCVC’s precept by
the Panel was published by the Office of the PCVC. The press release
included a statement from the Chair of the panel that supported the
planned investment required to deliver an efficient and effective police
service to residents of County Durham and Darlington. The statement
also included that panel members understand the current financial
pressures experienced by communities and, in order to hold the PCVC
to account, the panel will receive progress reports from the Office of the
PCVC on the delivery of investment proposals.
Darlington College
The Panel was invited to present at a virtual conference to Foundation Degree
students studying Public Services at Darlington College in December 2020.
The focus of the presentation was on panel activity in line with legislation
contained within the Police, Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011.
The presentation and question and answer session provided detail on Police,
Crime and Victims’ Plan, Confirmation Hearings, precept and budget and
scrutiny of the commissioner’s annual report. The conference also provided an
opportunity to share with students panel reports on counter terrorism and how
legislation through the Coronavirus Act 2020 had enabled Panel meetings to
be held on a virtual platform and were accessible to view live or on youtube.

Engagement with the Office of the PCVC
The Panel through both members and officers have regular and open contact
to which has forged and maintained a professional and positive relationship
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with the Office of the Police, Crime and Victims’ Commissioner. Throughout
2020/21, in what has been an extremely challenging year, engagement with
the Office of the PCVC has included arrangements and preparations for the
PCP’s Work programme, development sessions, consideration of the PCVC’s
Annual Report and precept, undertaking Confirmation Hearings for the Acting
Chief Executive for the Office of the PCVC and the Panel’s scheduled
meetings.
Member of the panel also receive all press releases that are issued by the
Office of the PCVC.
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Panel Support
The Panel receives financial support through grant funding from the Home
Office. The grant enables the host to claim up to £64,340 for administration
and members expenses.
Total panel expenditure for 2020/21 was £84,693.79 with £64,340 to be
recovered from the central government grant and the variance met by the
Host Authority. A breakdown of expenditure is listed in the table below.

Breakdown of expenditure (items)
Director of Resources advice/
support

£ (0,000s)
13,401.92

Legal Advice /Support
Overview and Scrutiny Support
Democratic Services Support
HR/ICT/Finance/Accommodation
costs

39,715.62
12,242.33
7,082.76
11,641.03

Printing and distribution
Travelling Expenses
Dedicated Data base
Subtotal Total:

50.10
NIL
560.00
84,693.79

It is to note that elected member expenses for panel activity are borne by their
respective authority.
The Panel’s expenditure has been reviewed in May 2021 by Durham County
Council’s Internal Audit and Risk Management Division, who concluded that
“The review confirmed that expenditure incurred had been in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the grant.”
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